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Abstract 
In this research, a hybrid wavelet-artificial neural network (WANN) and a geostatistical method 

were proposed for spatiotemporal prediction of the groundwater level (GWL) for one month 

ahead. For this purpose, monthly observed time series of GWL were collected from September 

2005 to April 2014 in 10 piezometers around Mashhad City in the Northeast of Iran. In temporal 

forecasting, an artificial neural network (ANN) and a WANN were trained for each piezometer. 

Kriging was used in spatial estimations. The comparison of the prediction accuracy of these two 

models illustrated that the WANN was more efficacious in prediction of GWL for one month 

ahead. Thereafter, in order to predict GWL in desired points in the study area, the kriging 

method was used and a Gaussian model was selected as the best variogram model. Ultimately, 

the WANN with coefficient of determination and root mean square error and mean absolute 

error, 0.836 and 0.335 and 0.273 respectively, in temporal forecasting and Gaussian model with 

root mean square, 0.253 as the best fitted model on Kriging method for spatial estimating were 

suitable choices for spatiotemporal GWL forecasting. The obtained map of groundwater level 

showed that the groundwater level was higher in the areas of plain located in mountainside areas. 

This fact can show that outcomes are respectively correct. 

 

Keywords: Artificial neural network, wavelet, kriging, spatiotemporal prediction, groundwater 

level 
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1. Introduction  
 

Most areas of the world are categorized as warm and arid areas; therefore, given the lack of 

precipitation and surface water, potable water and/or agricultural waters are only restricted to 
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groundwater resources. The prediction of GWL is a complex phenomenon and usually needs a 

lot of data and a long response time. Prediction of GWL is important for effective management 

of GWL such as aquifer development, contaminated remediation aquifer or performance 

assessment of planned water supply projects. Studies have been conducted to reduce the 

complexities of the problem in terms of developing practical techniques that do not require 

dwelling on algorithms and theories (Rajaee., 2011). Numerous studies with many methods and 

models for modelling of GWL have been reported, which are based on various theories (Yang et 

al., 2009; Shiri & Kisi, 2011; Yoon et al., 2011; Mohammadi, 2008; Nourani et al., 2011). One 

of these physical theories is based on numerical models that establish a governing equation 

simplifying the physics of flow in the subsurface and solve it with proper initial and boundary 

conditions (Yoon et al., 2011). This model requires various hydrological and geological patterns 

(Nakhaee & Saberinasr., 2012). The other models for prediction of GWL such as the Time 

Series model, the integrated time series model (Yang et al., 2009), autoregressive moving 

average model (Zhou et al., 2008; Kisi, 2010), the seasonal autoregressive moving average 

model (Gemitzi & Stefanopoulos, 2011; Zhou et al., 2008), the periodic autoregressive model, 

and the threshold autoregressive model (Wang et al., 2009) have been suggested in the past 

decades. 

In the field of water resources and environmental engineering, artificial neural network 

(ANN) models have recently been applied to contamination modelling in shallow groundwaters 

(Sahoo et al., 2006), studying the ANN model for prediction of suspended sediment 

concentration (SSC) belonging to rivers (Rajaee et al., 2009) and forecasting the ozone episode 

days (Tsai et al., 2009). The ANN was used by Aziz & Wong (1992) to estimate aquifer 

parameters of groundwater. Lallahem et al (2005) used ANN to assess water tables in fractured 

media. Daliakopoulos et al (2005) investigated seven different types of network architectures 

and training algorithms for GWL forecasting in Messara valley with a neural network. The 

experiment results showed that a standard feed forward neural network trained with the 

Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm provided the best result. Nourani et al. (2008) evaluated the 

feasibility of using an ANN methodology for estimating the GWLs. The efficiency of the spatio-

temporal ANN (STANN) model has beem compared with two hybrid neural-geostatistics (NG) 

and multivariate time series-geostatistics (TSG) models. The results showed that the ANNs 

provided the most accurate predictions in comparison with the other models. In a comparative 

assessment, Sahoo & Jha (2013) concluded that the ANN technique was superior to the multiple 

linear regression (MLR) technique in predicting the spatio-temporal distribution of the 

groundwater levels in a basin. In another research, Maiti & Tiwari (2014) compared the ANNs, 

the Bayesian neural networks and the adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) in GWL 

prediction. The results showed that the Bayesian neural networks (BNN) optimized by SCG 

models performed better than both the ANFIS and ANN optimized by a scaled conjugate 

gradient (SCG) (ANN.SCG). 

If the input data are non-stationary, the accuracy of the neural networks decreases. One of the 

methods proposed to resolve this subject was wavelet analysis which has been applied to a 

number of problems in water resources and environmental engineering such as river flow 

modelling (Pasquini & Depetris, 2007). A non-stationary signal can be decomposed into a 

certain number of stationary signals by a wavelet transform. Then ANN is combined with the 

wavelet transform to improve the prediction accuracy (Zhou et al., 2008). Rajaee (2010) 

proposed a model by combining the wavelet analysis and neuro-fuzzy approach to predict the 

daily suspended sediments. 

Wavelet analysis, which provides information in both time and frequency domains of the 
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signal, gives considerable insight into the physical form of the data. Using hybrid wavelet-ANN 

(WANN) model to predict natural phenomena is a new method. Shoaib et al (2014) compared 

different wavelet-based neural network models for the rainfall-runoff modelling. Nourani et al 

(2014) focused on defining hybrid modelling. They explained advantages of such combined 

models, as well as the history and potential future of their application in hydrology to predict 

important processes of the hydrologic cycle. Adamowski & chen (2011) have shown that the 

combined model is much more precise than classical models like ANN and autoregressive 

integrated moving average (ARMIA). Nakhaee & Saberinasr (2012) used combined the 

Wavelet-ANN model and its application in prediction of GWL fluctuations. For a better and 

more precise analysis, the forecasted results of the model were compared with the observed data 

not only in the validation stage but also in the test stage. Nourani et al (2009) used a combined 

neural-wavelet model for prediction of Ligvanchai watershed precipitation and the obtained 

results showed that the proposed model could predict both short- and long-term precipitation 

events. 

A very useful tool for a precise and detailed study to elucidate the behaviour of GWL 

fluctuations in both spatial and temporal scales is geostatistics (Rouhani & Wackernagel, 1990). 

Reghunath et al., (2005) and Kumar et al (2005) have emphasized the use of geostatistics for a 

better management and conservation of water resources and sustainable development of any 

area. They have reported that geostatistical methods are good tools for water resources 

management and can be effectively used to derive the long-term trends of a groundwater. 

Abedian et al (2013) used a geostatistical method. They optimized monitoring network of water 

tables by geostatistical methods. In designing such a network, it is necessary to pay attention to 

the distribution of variables all over the aquifer so that variables represent a whole picture of the 

aquifer correctly. Using geostatistical methods, a water table network was optimized for the 

aquifer. At the end of this study, the network was optimized by deleting a piezometer and adding 

two other ones. Kholgi & Hosseini (2009) investigated in interpolation of GWL in an 

unconfined aquifer in the north of Iran using Neuro-fuzzy and Ordinary Kriging. 

The current research is a new application of Wavelet-ANN-Kriging hybrid model which at 

first uses a multi-scale signal for prediction of GWL in ten piezometers for one step later inside 

and environs of Mashhad City in Iran, and interpolation of GWL in places where there is not any 

piezometer, especially in areas of city where the construction of a piezometer is not possible. 

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The location of the piezometer and statistical 

analysis are presented in Section 2. The methods used in this study are proposed in Section 3.  

Section 4 presents the model application for a real world problem. The results and discussion are 

presented in Section 5. Summary and conclusion will be the topics of Section 6. 

 

2. Study area and statistical analysis 
The data were collected from ten piezometers inside and environs of Mashhad City in 

northeast of Iran (between 36° 06′ 36′′ -and 36° 30′51′′ -latitude and 59° 23′ 33′′  -and 

59° 49′45′′ longitude). The locations of piezometers around Mashhad are shown in Fig. 1. The 

area of this region is 1753.99 km
2
. The data from September 2005 to April 2013 (90 months), 

and the data from May 2013 to April 2014 (12 months) were used as the training and testing sets 

in the neural network, respectively. Data were recorded on a monthly basis. Table 1 shows the 

names and locations of these piezometers and Fig. 2 shows the time series of this data.  

2.1. Statistical analysis 
The statistical analysis for training and testing sets is given in Table 2 to 5, which contains 

the minimum, maximum, standard deviation (𝑆𝑑), mean, skewness coefficient (𝐶𝑠), lag 1 day 
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autocorrelation coefficient ( 𝑅1 ), lag 2 days autocorrelation coefficient ( 𝑅2 ), lag 3 

daysautocorrelation coefficient (𝑅3), and lag 4 days autocorrelation coefficient (𝑅4). 

 
Table1. Locations of piezometers and their features 

Number 

of 

piezometer 

Name of 

piezometer 

UTM 

X Y 

1 Park mellat 727074 4022183 

2 Dastgardan 747169 4015173 

3 Shaye 736649 4029939 

4 Sahloddin 759118 4043741 

5 Khajerabie 736060 4024928 

6 Askarie 714338 4041204 

7 Ghalehsakhtema

n 

741811 4015488 

8 Ghasemabad 722497 4026449 

9 Arazijimabad 752913 3999822 

10 Konhbist 753998 4021361 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 1 Location of piezometers in Iran and the study area. 

When dividing the data into training and testing subsets, it is essential to check the data 
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which present the same statistical population (Masters, 1993). In general, Table 2 to 5 illustrates 

relatively similar statistical characteristics between the training and testing sets. 
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Fig. 2 Monthly changes in GWL in the period time for each piezometer 

 

 

Table 2. Statistics analysis for training, testing and all data sets. 
Statistical 

parameters 

 Piezometer 

(1) 

   Piezometer 

(2) 

   Piezometer 

(3) 

 

All 
data 

Training set Testing 
set 

 All 
data 

Training set Testing 
set 

 All 
data 

Training set Testing 
set 

Number of 

data 

102 90 12  102 90 12  102 90 12 

Mean 984.05 983.95 984.76  875.37 875.38 875.3  881.5 881.81 879.94 

Max 986.58 985.61 985.61  878.22 878.22 875.71  888.58 888.58 882.87 

Min 982.22 982.22 983.48  872.51 874.18 872.51  876.52 876.97 876.52 

𝑆𝑑 1.13 1.14 0.76  0.54 1.14 0.54  2.52 2.5 2.05 

Cs 0.3 0.47 -0.65  -1.26 -0.41 -1.26  0.39 0.4 -0.26 

𝑅1 0.89 0.9 0.72  0.9 0.89 0.9  0.84 0.84 0.86 

𝑅2 0.78 0.78 0.29  0.81 0.78 0.81  0.57 0.56 0.51 

𝑅3 0.64 0.63 -0.26  0.63 0.65 0.63  0.26 0.24 0.12 

𝑅4 0.51 0.48 -0.63  0.5 0.51 0.5  -0.05 -0.08 -0.22 

 
Table 3. Statistics analysis for training, testing and all data sets. 

Statistical 

parameters 

 Piezometer 

(4) 

   Piezometer 

(5) 

   Piezometer 

(6) 

 

All 

data 

Training set Testing 

set 

 All 

data 

Training set Testing 

set 

 All 

 data 

Training set Testing 

set 

Number of 

data 

102 90 12  102 90 12  102 90 12 

Mean 995.24 995.44 993.79  944.62 944.36 946.54  993.51 994 989.86 
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Max 998.36 998.36 994.51  949.53 949.53 947.55  1000.92 1000.92 991.61 
Min 992.83 992.83 993.04  942.51 942.51 945.22  987.51 987.51 988.64 

𝑆𝑑 1.39 1.36 0.44  1.85 1.8 0.72  3.6 3.54 0.95 

Cs 0.27 0.11 -0.22  1.14 1.6 -0.27  0.3 0.12 -0.3 

𝑅1 0.96 0.96 0.96  0.93 0.92 0.91  0.97 0.98 0.92 

𝑅2 0.9 0.89 0.83  0.85 0.83 0.74  0.94 0.94 0.74 

𝑅3 0.82 0.8 -0.61  0.76 0.72 0.52  0.91 0.9 0.57 

𝑅4 0.75 0.72 -0.27  0.67 0.62 0.28  0.87 0.86 -0.42 

 
Table 4. Statistics analysis for training, testing and all data sets. 

Statistical 

parameters 

 Piezomet

er (7) 

   Piezomet

er (8) 

   Piezomet

er (9) 

 

All data Training 

set 

Testing 

set 

 All data Training 

set 

Testing set  All data Training 

set 

Testing 

set 

Number of 

data 

102 90 12  102 90 12  102 90 12 

Mean 885.04 884.7 887.65  985.1 984.75 987.71  993.51 994 989.86 

Max 893.25 893.25 889.31  1039.31 997.06 1039.31  1000.92 1000.92 991.61 

Min 881.27 881.27 884.25  978.39 978.39 982.46  987.51 987.51 988.64 

𝑆𝑑 3.07 3.04 1.83  7.45 5.42 16.26  3.6 3.54 0.95 

Cs 1.27 1.65 -0.89  4.02 0.76 3  0.3 0.12 -0.3 

𝑅1 0.92 0.93 0.75  0.4 0.95 0.98  0.97 0.98 0.92 

𝑅2 0.8 0.81 0.33  0.36 0.9 0.96  0.94 0.94 0.74 

𝑅3 0.69 0.67 -0.17  0.51 0.84 0.93  0.91 0.9 0.57 

𝑅4 0.57 0.54 -0.64  0.49 0.79 0.91  0.87 0.86 -0.42 

 
Table 5. Statistics analysis for training, testing and all data sets. 

Statistical 

parameters 

 Piezometer 

(10) 

 

All 

data 

Training 

set 

Testing 

set 

Number of 

data 

102 90 12 

Mean 860.58 860.58 860.55 

Max 861.89 861.89 861..36 

Min 859.54 859.54 859.73 

𝑆𝑑 0.61 0.62 0.54 

Cs 0.29 0.32 -0.3 

𝑅1 0.86 0.88 0.96 

𝑅2 0.72 0.76 0.92 

𝑅3 0.61 0.7 0.83 

𝑅4 0.59 0.7 0.75 

 

According to Table 2 to 5, the results show that piezometer (8) has a higher standard 

deviation compared with other piezometers and the difference between testing and training data 

is more than those of other piezometers. 

Almost for all piezometers except piezometer (8), skewness coefficients were low for both 

training and testing sets. This is appropriate for modelling, because a high skewness coefficient 

has a considerable negative effect on the ANN performance (Altun et al., 2007). 

Piezometer (8) had the most difference between all data, training and testing data. 

There are more differences in lag 3 months and 4 months autocorrelation coefficient for 

piezometers (1), (4), (6), (7) and (9) between all data, training and testing data. 

Overall, Table 2 to 5 shows a relative similarity between testing and training data and it is 

suitable for ANN performance. The results of our study showed that, these slight differences did 

not have a serious impact. 

In this study, the data were pre-processed and for this purpose the following simple linear 
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mapping of the variables were used. For the x variable, the scaled value x_n was computed as 

follows: 

𝑥𝑛 =
(𝑥−𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛)

(𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛)
                                                                                                                          (1) 

3. Methods 

3.1. Artificial neural network analysis 
The first fundamental concepts related to neural computing were developed by McCulloch 

and Pitts (1943). Artificial neural networks were inspired by biological findings related to the 

behaviour of the brain as a network of units called neurons (Rumelhart et al., 1986). A common 

three-layered feed-forward neural network is comprised of  multiple elements, called nodes, and 

connection pathways that link them (Haykin, 1999). These networks contain an input layer, a 

hidden layer and an output layer. The input layer consists of nodes representing different input 

variables; the hidden layer consists of many hidden nodes; and the output layer consists of 

output variables. The net input to unit i is: 

𝑦𝑖 = ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗𝑥𝑖 + 𝜃𝑖
𝑝
𝑗=1                                                                                                                                           (2) 

Where 𝑤𝑗𝑖 = (𝑤1, 𝑤2, … 𝑤𝑝𝑖) is the weight vector of unit 𝑖 and 𝑝 is the number of neurons in 

the above layer of unit 𝑖, 𝑥𝑖 is the output from unit 𝑗 and 𝜃𝑖 is the bias of unit 𝑖. This weighted 

sum 𝑦𝑖, which is called the incoming signal of unit 𝑖, is then passed through a transfer function. 

A recommended literature for the ANN approach could be Masters (1993). 

3.2. Wavelet analysis 
Wavelet is a small wave energy of which is restricted to a short period of time and it is an 

efficient method for signals that are non-stationary, and have short-lived transient components, 

features at different scales, or singularities (Hsu & Li., 2010). Wavelet transform is a modern 

tool and a signal processing technique. It has shown a higher performance compared to the 

Fourier transform. The Wavelet transform performs the decomposition of a signal into a group 

of functions (Cohen & Kovacevic, 1996): 

𝜓𝑗,𝑘(𝑥) = 2
𝑗

2⁄ 𝜓𝑗,𝑘(2𝑗𝑥 − 𝑘)                                                                                                    (3) 

Where 𝜓𝑗,𝑘(𝑥) is produced from a mother wavelet 𝜓(𝑥) which is dilated by 𝑗 and translated 

by 𝑘. The mother wavelet has to satisfy the condition. 

∫ ψ(x)dx =  0                                                                                                                           (4) 

The discrete wavelet function of a signal f(x) can be calculated as follows: 

𝑐𝑗,𝑘 = ∫ 𝑓(𝑥)𝜓𝑗,𝑘
∗∞

−∞
(𝑥)𝑑𝑥                                                                                                         (5) 

f(x) = ∑ cj,kψj,k(x)j,k                                                                                                                                           (6) 

Where, 𝑐𝑗,𝑘is the approximate coefficient of a signal. The mother wavelet is formulated from the 

scaling function 𝜑(𝑥) as: 

φ(𝑥) = √2 ∑ ℎ0(𝑛)𝜑(2𝑥 − 𝑛)                                                                                                   (7) 

ψ(x) = √2 ∑ h1(n)φ(2x − n)                                                                                                    (8) 
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Where  ℎ1(𝑛) = (−1)𝑛ℎ0(1 − 𝑛) . Different sets of coefficients  ℎ0(𝑛)  canbe found 

corresponding to wavelet bases with various characteristics.In the DWT, coefficients ℎ0(𝑛)play 

a critical role (Gupta & Gupta., 2007). 

3.3. Geostatistics analysis 
Geostatistics was originally developed for estimation of ore reserves in mining (Einax & Soldt., 

1999). The main tool in geostatistics is the variogram, which expresses the spatial dependence 

between neighbouring observations. Prior to the geostatistical estimation, we require a model 

that enables us to compute a variogram value for any possible sampling interval. The most 

commonly used models are spherical, exponential, Gaussian, and pure nugget effect (Isaaks & 

Srivastava, 1989). The variogram quantifies the relationship between the variance and the 

distance between sampling pairs by the following equation (Isaaks & Srivastava, 1989, 

Kitanidis, 1997): 

γ(h) =
1

2N(h)
∑ (Z(xi + h) − Z(xi))2N(h)

i=1                                                                                 (9) 

Where 𝑁(ℎ) is the number of data pairs within a given class of distances and directions. And 

𝑍(𝑥𝑖) and 𝑍(𝑥𝑖 + ℎ) are observations of the variable Z at spatial locations 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥𝑖 + ℎ. 

One of the geostatistics methods is the kriging technique. Only a brief description of the 

Kriging method is employed in this research. 

3.3.1. Kriging 

Kriging technique is an exact interpolation estimator 𝑍(𝑥0)used to find the best linear 

unbiased estimator of a second estimator of a second order stationary. The general form of 

kriging equation is: 

Z(x0) = ∑ λiZ(xi)
n
i=1                                                                                                      (10) 

Where Z(𝑥0) is Kriging estimate at location𝑥0; Z(𝑥𝑖) is sampledvalue at 𝑥𝑖;𝜆𝑖 is 

weighting factor for Z(𝑥𝑖); and 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛 inwhich n denotes to the numbers of samples. 

4. Model application 
The method proposed in this  study consists of three distinct stages to achieve the best 

result. For temporal GWL estimating at the first stage, an ANN was trained and tested for 

each piezometer for time series modelling of the water level. The model predicted GWL of 

the piezometers for the next month. 

In the next stage, the WANN model was used. In this method, the decomposed GWL 

time series are entered into the ANN method for prediction of GWL one month ahead. At 

the end of these two-stages, the best result of these two methods were selected. And in the 

last stage, the spatial (GWL) was forecasted in the study area with the kriging technique. 

4.1 model evaluation 
Some performance evaluation criteria such as correlation coefficient are unsuitable for 

model evaluation (Legates & McCabe; 1999). One of the suitable criteria proposed by such 

researches is that  a perfect evaluation of a model performance should include at least one 

‘goodness-of-fit’ or relative error measure (e.g. coefficient of determination ( R2 )); this 

criteria can be used to compare the relative performances of the models developed by 

different methods. It is estimated as (Nash & Sutcliffe (1970)).𝑅2 and at least one absolute 

error measure (e.g. root mean square error (RMSE)) and (e.g. mean absolute error (MAE)) 
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were used to assess the effectiveness of each model. The best fit between the observed and 

calculated values would have R2=1, RMSE=0 and MAE=0. 

R2 = 1 −
∑ (GWLi(measured)−GWLi(predicted))

2n
i=1

∑ (GWLi(measured)−GWLi(mean))
2n

i=1

                                                                         (11) 

MAE =
∑ |GWLi(measued)−GWLi(predicted)|n

i=1

n
                                                                                (12) 

RMSE = √∑ (GWLi(measured)−GWLi(predicted))
2n

i=1

n
                                                                                        (13)                       

Where n is the number of the data points. 

4.2. Application of ANN 
In this study, a three-layered feed forward neural network (FFNN) with a back 

propagation (BP) algorithm (Masters., 1993; Haykin, 1999) was used. This algorithm is a 

gradient descent procedure and consists of one input layer, one hidden layer, and one output 

layer. The BP algorithm was employed to minimize a least-square objective function (error 

function). The Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) algorithm (Haykin., 1999) was used to train 

ANN models. The LM method is a modification of the classic Newton algorithm for finding 

an optimum solution to a minimization problem (Nouraniet al., 2011). The Sigmoid and 

Tansig (Schmitz et al., 2006) functions were used as activation functions in the hidden and 

output layer nodes to make the ANN model more effective. The Sigmoid function is 

differentiable, continuous, and monotonically increasing in its domain and it is the most 

frequently employed function. The numbers of the hidden layer nodes and training epochs 

(the training iteration number) are determined by trial and error in the test scenarios. Firstly, 

the training phase is completed; then, the testing phase begins using the optimum values 

found for the number of neurons in each input layer and hidden layer. 
The artificial neural network model used in this study was the Nonlinear Auto Regressive 

(NAR) model. NAR neural networks can be trained to predict a time series from the past 

values of that series. 

4.3. Application of WANN 
In the WANN model, the decomposed GWL time series was linked to the ANN method 

for the prediction of GWL one month ahead. The proposed WANN model for the prediction 

of GWL is shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig 3. Structure of the proposed WANN combination model 
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Correlation analysis (that is considered in ANN model inputs) provides information on 

the global functioning of GWL time series, but cannot take the temporal variability of the 

time series into account, which often leads to a nonlinear and nonstationary functioning of 

the presses. Therefore, the wavelet approach was presented to focus on the non-stationary 

properties of time series. The unknown periodical characteristics of GWL time series could 

be detected using the WANN model (Rajaee., 2011). 

Firstly, GWL time series were decomposed to some multi-frequently time series by a 

discrete wavelet transform; then at the next step, decomposed time series at different scales 

were entered into the ANN for predicting GWL one month ahead. In wavelet analysis, 

selecting an appropriate wavelet function called “mother wavelet” is an important step. In 

this study, the sensitivity of the decomposed level is investigated. The GWL time series was 

decomposed to 1,2,3,4 levels; for example, the level 4 decomposition of the GWL signal 

yields five sub-signals (approximation at level 4 and detail at levels 1, 2 and 3) by a different 

kind of transform (i.e. Haar wavelet (a simple wavelet), Daubechies-2 (db2) wavelet (a most 

popular wavelet) (Mallat., 1989)(. 

 

4.4 Application of kriging 

In this stage, in order to estimate GWL one month ahead at unsample spatial locations 

such as locations without piezometers or locations with no possibility of direct observation 

of GWL, the results of the two previous stages were used. At the first step of this stage, the 

data normalized by Eq. (1) were used in the kriging methods, and the variogram of these 

data were calculated. The varigram provided a way to study the influence of the factors that 

may affect the influence of other factors that determine whether the spatial correlation varies 

only with distance (the isotropic case) or with direction and distance (the anisotropic case). 

Variogram maps provide a visual picture of semivariance in every compass direction. If 

there is anisotropy, this allows one to easily find the appropriate principal axis for defining 

the anisotropic variogram model (Nourani et al., 2011). Thereafter, a suitable experimental 

varigram (i.e. spherical, Gaussian, exponential etc.) was determined by using weighted least-

squares (Myers, 1982). 

 

5. Result and discussion 
The spatiotemporal prediction of GWL was performed by ANN, WANN and Kriging 

models for all input combinations. The data of the 10 piezometers inside and environs of 

Mashhad were used for this study. These piezometers were selected because of the 

completeness of piezometers in the desired timeframe. To get the best results in artificial 

neural networks, various combinations of artificial neural network based on the number of 

hidden layers, a number of neurons and number of delays were trained and tested. According 

to the studies reported by Abrahart & See (2000), by the increasing the number of hidden 

neurons, the model performance did not improve considerably. In this study, different delays 

from 1 to 10 months were investigated, and the best results were obtained for all 

piezometers. The best structure of the ANN model according to the NAR in piezometers is 

presented in  Table 6. 
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Table 6. 𝑅2, MAE and RMSE values in GWL prediction by ANN models in a testing period. 
piezometer ANN structures 𝑅2 RMSE MAE 

P1 1-3-1 0.401 0.388 0.251 

P2 1-5-1 0.676 0.21 0.292 

P3 1-3-1 0.63 1.244 1.015 

P4 1-4-1 0.696 0.232 0.203 

P5 1-3-1 0.439 0.514 0.445 

P6 1-3-1 0.699 0.496 0.367 

P7 1-3-1 0.668 1.007 0.882 

P8 1-4-1 0.744 0.277 0.224 

P9 1-4-1 0.445 0.215 0.17 

P10 1-3-1 0.722 0.27 0.224 

 

For the performance evaluation of the WANN in prediction of GWL, a dataset 

normalized by Eq. (1) was decomposed into sub-series using a discrete wavelet transform. 

One of the important steps in this stage is the determination of mother wavelet type and 

optimum decomposition level. The nature of the phenomenon and the type of the time series 

are important factors for selecting the mother wavelet. The functions of the mother wavelet 

have different types. In this research different kinds of the mother wavelet (e.g. Haar, 

Daubechies, Symlets, Coiflets, Biorthogonal, Reverse biorthogonal) were tested to achieve 

the best results. 

After determining the mother wavelet, selecting the appropriate level of decomposition 

was the next step; to achieve this purpose, the following experimental formula was used to 

determine the level of optimum decomposition: 

l = int[log(𝑛)]                         (14) 

Where n is the length of the time series, int[] stands for the integer function and log() is 

the common logarithm  (Wang & Ding, 2003). 
The results showed that the level 2 can be considered as an appropriate decomposition 

level, and by increasing the decomposition level, in levels greater than 2, the model 

performance  decreased because high decomposition levels lead to a large number of 

parameters with complex nonlinear relationships in the ANN approach (Rajaee., 2011). 

For each piezometer, the obtained sub-signals were separately applied to the network. 

Finally, the sum of the predicted values showed the end result for each piezometer. In the 

next stage, the obtained results from wavelet transform were linked to the ANN method for 

prediction of GWL one month ahead.. The results of the WANN model for the existing 

piezometers are presented in Table 7. 

Table 7. 𝑅2, RMSE and MAE in GWL prediction by the WANN model in the testing period. 
piezometers Mother 

wavelet 

Type 

Decompositio

n 

level 

ANN 

structure 
𝑅2 RMSE MAE 

P1 db3 2 1-3-1 0.822 0.31 0.251 

P2 coif2 2 1-5-1 0.913 0.151 0.121 

P3 db2 2 1-3-1 0.79 0.94 0.735 

P4 Haar 2 1-4-1 0.804 0.187 0.144 

P5 db4 2 1-3-1 0.8 0.307 0.252 

P6 db3 2 1-3-1 0.867 0.33 0.254 

P7 db3 2 1-3-1 0.873 0.622 0.507 

P8 coif2 2 1-4-1 0.869 0.179 0.199 

P9 sym3 2 1-4-1 0.736 0.149 0.122 

P10 db3 2 1-3-1 0.886 0.173 0.148 
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Table 7 shows quite suitable results. However, gaining accurate results requires precise 

information about effective factors. It can be concluded that the groundwater level depends 

on various factors which are not based on accurate statistics and it becomes a complex 

process because of the interference of different phenomena. This relationship cannot be 

written in the in the form of a mathematical equation, even though there is enough statistical 

information about these factors. The cause of this phenomena cannot be stated clearly due to 

the complexity and nonlinearity of the models of neural network.    

The results of the ANN and WANN models are presented in Fig. 5, which demonstrates 

the capability of the ANN model and, according to the scatter-plots, a comparison between 

WANN and ANN model showed a better performance of the WANN model.  
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Fig 4. Comparisons between the measured and predicted GWL based on the testing data. 
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Anticipated maximum and minimum points of GWL are important in the design of hydraulic 

structures, and it can be a good feature of the hydrological model. Table 8 compares the 

performance of these two models. According to this table, in this part, the WANN model has 

better results, too. 

    
Table 8. Performance of models to forecast the peak of groundwater level. 

Number of piezometer Observed GWL 

Abrupt changes 

ANN WANN 

P1 0.13 -0.05 0.04 

-1.85 -0.08 -0.56 

P2 1.53 1.85 0.52 

0 -0.06 -0.04 

P3 0.06 1.3 1.12 

2.75 2.56 3 

P4 -0.63 -0.35 -0.75 

0 0.04 -0.07 

P5 0.23 0.24 0.37 

0.85 0.15 0.47 

P6 0.1 0.23 0 

-1.89 -1.16 -1.46 

P7 0 -0.05 0.98 

-3.83 -2.28 -2.13 

P8 -1.58 -2.06 -1.9 

-0.01 -0.13 -0.13 

P9 0.76 0.22 0.99 

-0.02 -0.22 -0.14 

P10 0 -0.33 -0.17 

0.88 1.15 0.4 

The sum of the 

absolute values of the 

predicted values 

17.1 14.51 15.24 

Percent error  %15 %11 

According to the best results obtained in the previous steps, the best variogram of the data 

was plotted using the values of the GWLs at different piezometers. An appropriate variogram 

model was plotted by fitting such variogram models. The geostatistical model, which leads to the 

least RMSE was selected by comparing the observed GWL values with the values estimated by 

variogram models (Nourani et al, 2011). 

The results of the best-fitted model are presented in Table 9; this model is selected based on 

the least values of RMSE and RSS among other models. 

 
Table 9. Rresults of different variogram models. 

Model RMSE 

Spherical 0.260 

*Gaussian 0.253 

Exponential 0.268 

Linear 1.005 

According to Table 5, the Gaussian model was a suitable one. This model is shown in Fig. 

5.a. Fig. 5.b shows the results of cross-validation method as a scatter plot, which determines the 

liability of the proposed geostatistical modelling according to the normalized data. 
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a)                                                                          b) 

Fig 5. (a) Selected variogram model. (b) Cross validation results. 

 

Table 10 shows real groundwater level and the percent error compared to the predicted value. 

Ultimately, the best results of the previous stages for one month ahead are shown in Fig.7. Fig.7 

shows the groundwater level in the study area according to the legend of figure. 
 

Table 10. Compare groundwater level forecasting with real groundwater level 
Number of piezometer Groundwater level 

forecasting in one month 

ahead (m) 

Percent error 

P1 984.9 0.13 

P2 875.63 0.34 

P3 884.98 0.08 

P4 994.17 0.04 

P5 947.24 0.43 

P6 987.85 0.01 

P7 888.77 0.91 

P8 982.58 0.28 

P9 906.53 0.35 

P10 861.35 0.14 

Estimation of GWL is dependent on many factors. There is not accurate statistics for these 

factors. Dependence on many various factors causes a complicate relationship. According to the 

results of the temporal forecasting, good results of hybrid model wavelet-artificial neural 

network and also due to the obtained delays, this model has established a relationship with 

achieved delays. 
According to this method, we can predict GWL in unsampled locations all around the study area. 

Since the western part of the studied zone is in the mountainside area, and based on the fact that 

this part of the plain has more permeability, it can be claimed that the obtained results are in 

accordance with the conditions of the region. As we move farther from the west to the east, the 

groundwater level becomes lower.  
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Fig 7. groundwater level forecasting in study area 

6. Summary and conclusion 
In the current study, an attempt was made to investigate the capability of the proposed hybrid 

empirical models for spatiotemporal GWL forecasting. This model was applied for Mashhad 

City and its environs in the Northeast Iran at Khorasan Razavi Province. Firstly, for temporal 

forecasting stage by comparison of the prediction accuracies of ANN and WANN models 

indicated that the proposed WANN model with coefficient of determination and root mean 

square error and mean absolute error, 0.836 and 0.335 and 0.273 respectively, showed better 

results. GWL signals were decomposed into sub-signals with different scales, and this 

decomposed GWL time series was used as input data to the ANN models for prediction of GWL 

one month ahead. The results showed that the right choice of the mother wavelet and optimum 

decomposed level lead to a more precise prediction, and increasing the decomposition level, lead 

to low efficiency. 

Then, in the spatial estimation stage, the kriging method was applied to the outputs from the 

WANN models to estimate GWL in the environs of Mashhad City one month ahead, especially 

in unsampled locations. A Gaussian model with 0.253 in RMSE had the best result among other 

variograms. 

In order to extend the presented model, adding some forecasting sub-models for modelling 

the input hydrological parameters of the model such as temperature or precipitation intensity or 

evapotranspiration or using other interpolation methods in geostatistics like Cokriging or Spline 

or Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) is recommended for future researches. 
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Abstract 
Simulation of free surface flow and sudden wave profile are recognized as the most challenging 

problem in computational hydraulics. Several Eulerian/Lagrangian approaches and models can be 

implemented for simulating such phenomena in which the smoothed particle hydrodynamics method 

(SPH) is categorized as a proper candidate. The incompressible SPH (ISPH) method hires a precise 

incompressible hydrodynamic formulation to calculate the pressure of fluid, and the numerical 

solution is obtained by using a two-step semi-implicit scheme. This study presents an ISPH method to 

simulate three free surface problems; (1) a problem of sudden dam-break flood wave on a dry bed with 

and obstacle in the downstream, (2) a test case of the gradual collapse of the water column on a wet 

bed and (3) a case of solitary wave propagation problem. The model has been confirmed based on the 

results of experiments for the dam-break problems (in which was set up by the authors) as well as the 

collapse of the water column test case and analytical calculations for the solitary wave simulation. The 

computational results with a mean relative error less than 10%/4% for the wave height/wave front 

position, demonstrated that the applied ISPH flow model is an appropriate modeling tool in free 

surface hydrodynamic applications. 
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1. Introduction  
 

Free surface flows and currents are accompanied with deformation and fragmentation of the free 

surface and solid boundaries. These fragmentations and Deformations in dealing with massive flows 

of dam-break are exacerbated. There are two major approaches of Eulerian and Lagrangian techniques 

for modeling of free surface flows. However, most of numerical modeling and studies of fluid flow are 

mainly based on the Eulerian mesh based formulations such as finite difference, finite-volume and 

finite-element methods.  

Although the ability of these approaches for a wide range of numerical problems have been proven, 

but these models might be limited for complicated phenomena with large fragmentations and 

deformations due to their mesh adaptability and connectivity restrictions [1]. In recent years, 

Lagrangian numerical models have been further developed and their usage is becoming increasingly 

attractive.  
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In a Lagrangian method, advection term is calculated by direct movement of particles. Therefore, 

there is no numerical diffusion [12]. The SPH numerical models, which enable the simulation of 

complicated and complex free surface flows, are considered as a purely Lagrangian approach [11]. 

The SPH was developed by Lucy, Gingold and Monaghan (1977) in astrophysics to perusal the impact 

of stars and galaxies and bolides on planets [16].  

Recently, incompressible SPH (ISPH) and weakly compressible SPH (WCSPH) methods (due to 

their flexibility and power as numerical methods) have been applied to a whole of fluid flow problems 

(such as the study of gravity currents [4], wave propagation [2], wave interaction on the coastal and 

offshore structures [8]; [7]) and dam-break flow [15], [6], [7], [17] and [13]). In this respect, 

Monaghan (1999) used weak compressible SPH Approach for modeling solitary wave along the 

offshore [12].  

Colagrossi and Landrini (2003) implemented SPH method to treat two-dimensional interfacial 

flows with different fluids separated by sharp interfaces [2]. Ataie-Ashtiani and Shobeyri (2008) 

presented an incompressible-smoothed particle hydrodynamics (ISPH) formulation to simulate 

impulsive waves generated by landslides [4]. The results proved the efficiency and applicability of the 

ISPH approach for simulation of these kinds of complex free surface problems.  

Shao (2010) investigated wave interplay with porous media by ISPH procedure [21]. Zhu (2009) 

used ISPH technique for investigating wave interaction by porous media. Lind et al (2012) introduced 

a generalized algorithm for validations and stability of propagating waves as well as impulsive flow 

[18]. Džebo et al (2014) described two different ways of defining the terrain roughness in SPH 

simulations performed for simulating dam-break phenomenon at the storage reservoir of a hydropower 

plant in Slovenia [7].  

Lind et al (2015) presented a new incompressible-compressible (water-air) smoothed particle 

hydrodynamics method to model wave slam [19]. Altomare et al (2015) applied the validation of an 

SPH-based technique for wave loading and strike on coastal structures [6]. Altomare et al (2015) used 

the SPH-based technique for examination of the interaction for wave and coastal structures. Such as 

vertical structures and storm return walls [6].  

Jonnsson et al (2015) modeled dam-break phenomenon on a wet bed with SPH method. In this 

paper, the ISPH method has been used for modeling free surface flow. As presented by [20], in the 

ISPH numerical method, the governing equations of continuity and momentum are solved in a two-

step projection method. In the ISPH, the pressure term is implicitly resulted by solving the Poisson 

equation in the second projection step.  

As a result, pressure fluctuation would be less in the ISPH than in comparison with the WCSPH 

method (where slight compressibility is applied via the equation of state) [20]. In this respect, three 

test cases of 1) dam-break flow over dry bed and encountering an obstacle, 2) gradual collapsing of the 

water column over a wet bed, and 3) a solitary wave were modelled in this research using ISPH model.  

The accuracy of the ISPH model to simulate flood waves and solitary wave flows is assessed with 

contrasting the calculated results with those measured by experimental observations and analytical 

calculation. The governing equation of motion, ISPH formulation, solving algorithm and results of the 

advanced model are shown in the following sections. 

 

2. Governing equations of flow and discretization 
Governing equations of wave flow are just mass conservation equations and momentum 

conservation as follows: 
1

. 0
D

u
Dt




                                                                                  (1)             

1 2Du
p u fb

Dt



 
                                                                                                                         (2)             

where  is density, u is velocity vector, P is pressure, and fb is an external force. Discretization of 

pressure terms and viscosity in Navier-Stokes (NS) equations by smoothed particle hydrodynamics 

method is like below: 
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Where pij=pi-pj, rij=ri-rj ,   is viscosity coefficient and
 
  (which is usually equal to 0.1h) is a small 

number introduced for keeping the denominator no-zero during the computation. 

3. ISPH formulation 
The ISPH technique is formed by integral interpolation for approximation equations. The extent of 

function at r point is explained below (6): 

( 0) ( ) ( 0 )f r f r r r dr


 


                                                                                                    (6) 

Using this integral in numerical analysis is practically impossible. Therefore, Dirac Delta function 

exchanges with smoothed function and amount of quantify for particle i is calculated using the 

following integral (7): 

( 0) ( ) ( 0 )f r f r r r dr


 


                                                                                                    (7) 

This equation is discretized as below (8): 
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Where is support domain, mj and j  are mass and density of particle j, m j j is volume element 

associated with particle j, wij  is smoothing function, r is position vector, h is smoothing length which 

resulted the width of kernel. In this paper, h=1.2*dr  was used, where dr is initial particle spacing. 

Smoothing function (9) used in this article (cubic spline) was recommended by [15]. 
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                                                                                    (9) 

q is a parameter equal to rij/h. Circle radius of central particle (kh) will take 2h values. For finding 

particles in the influence domain of a central particle, if the number of total particles is n, then n
2
 

computation is needed that will cause increased calculation load. Therefore, linked list method is used 

that means searching for 9 squares around the central particle, against using total research of all 

computational domains [21].  

In this method, the computational domain is separated into squares with size 2h and each particle 

belongs to a square (Figure 1). It is clearly visible that the neighbor particles of the central particle i 

are only in 9 squares on every side of the particle interest.  
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Figure 1 Dividing of the Computational domain into squares with 2h sizes for finding particles in the influence 

domain of the central particle. 

4. Solving algorithm 
In this study, the ISPH method with a two-step semi-implicit algorithm has been utilized to solve 

the governing equations. In the first step, according to the dimensions of the problem and initial 

distance between particles, fixed particles and mass of all particles is calculated using (10) [12].  

0

( ), )
mi

w r r hi jj






                                                                                                            (10) 

Then, mass of all particles can be determined according to (11).  

( , )m w r r hi j i jj
                                                                                                       (11) 

In this step, Navier-Stokes equations by ignoring pressure terms (in the absence of incompressible 

condition) are solved to calculate velocity of particles. Afterwards, velocity u* and position particle r* 

are calculated (12-13) [21].  

* *
u u ut                                                                                                                        (12) 

* *
r r u tt                                                                                                                           (13) 

Δu⁎ denotes the increment of particle velocity at the prediction step; Δt is the time increment; ut and 

rt are the particle velocity and condition at time t; and u⁎ and r⁎ are intermediate particle velocity and 

condition, respectively. In the next step (correction step), the pressure force, which has been ignored in 

the last step (prediction step), is used to revise the particle velocity as the following: 

1
** 1

*

u p t
t


   

                                                                                                             (14) 

1 * **
u u u
t

  
                                                                                                                 (15) 

where Δu⁎⁎ stands for the increment of particle velocity at the correction step; ρ⁎ is intermediate 

particle density which was calculated after the prediction step; and pt+1 and ut+1 are the particle 

pressure and particle velocity at time t+1. By getting average, the final position of the particle is 

centered in time as below: 

1
1

2

u uttr rtt


 

                                                                                                            (16) 

In the above relation, rt and rt+1 denote positions of the particle at time t and t+1. The Poisson 

equation is used to calculate the pressure as below: 
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Where ρ0 is initial constant density at each of the particles. The advantage of the ISPH method 

is that large pressure fluctuations can be decreased because of using a strict hydrodynamic 

formulation.  

The pressure in (17) can be solved by either any available direct or iterative solvers. However, 

the iterative solvers have shown to be more robust in case of great numbers of particles. 
5. Boundary Conditions (solid walls and free surface) 
5.1. Solid boundaries 

For modelling solid wall, the solid impermeable boundaries are acted by unmoving wall particles. 

They not only prevent the entrance of inner fluid particles into solid wall but also balance the pressure 

of them. Because of the pressure balance of fluid particles, Poisson's equation will be solved for these 

particles. It should be mentioned that two rows of dummy particles out of these walls are placed for 

ignoring wall particles as free surface particles.  

The velocities of wall particles are arranged zero to indicate the unmovable boundary condition.  

5.2. Free surface 
In the ISPH model, the particle density is used to determine the free surface and after that, a 

zero pressure is given to the free surface particles. Since there is no fluid particle existing in the 

outside area of the free surface, thereafter the density on the surface particle should drop 

significantly [17]. For recognizing free surface particles, if the calculated particle density satisfies 

the following condition, the particle is recognized as a surface particle [5]. 

0*
                                                                                                                             (18) 

In (18),  is free surface parameter and 0.8<  <0.99. In this paper,  =0.97 was used. 

6. Modelling of free surface flows with ISPH model  
Three free surface problems have been considered to show the model's capabilities and to 

investigate its accuracy. Two dam-break sudden and gradual flood wave problems and the solitary 

wave in open-channel on a stiff bed are used to illustrate the model's capacity to calculate the free-

surface position and the distort of the water surface. The numerical results have been contrasted to 

experimental measurements and analytical solution.  

6.1. Modelling of sudden dam-break flood wave Flow against an isolated obstacle 
This experiment was done by the first author in the Civil Engineering Laboratory of the 

Islamic Azad University (Sirjan Branch, Iran). The flume dimensions are indicated in Figure 2. 

Because of the immediate Removability of the gate from the water column, it could be considered 

as a sudden dam-break. In addition to recent computations, water density was considered 1000 kg 

/m3 and water dynamics viscosity was about 0.001 N.s/m3. For performing this simulation, 3229 

particles with initial between-particle distance of 0.006 m were used. Comparison of experimental 

results and the results of numerical modelling the dam-break flow in contrast to a rigid obstacle 

(as shown in Figure 3) shows the position of particles and free-surface shape, and pressure 

distribution after a 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 s simulation. Figure 4 shows the pressure distribution 

resulted from the numerical model for simulation of 0.3 and 0.7 s.  

It may be seen that the predicted free-surface shape has an acceptable adaptation of the 

experimental observations. For better understanding and more accurate analysis of results, 

normalized diagram of time in comparison to position proceeding of wave front of numerical 

model with the distance of 0.006 m between particles and experimental model is given in Figure 

5.  
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Figure 2 Initial geometry of sudden collapse of free water column (dam-break) in contrast to a rigid obstacle 

(dam-break) with initial height of 25 cm. 

 

   

  

   

   

(a)                                                          (b)                                                                         
Figure 3 Comparison of (a) numerical results and (b) experimental observations; the observed digitized free-

surface position is denoted by the black circle in (a). 
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Figure 4 calculated Pressure contours by the ISPH model in 0.3 s and 0.7 s for the dam-break flow in contrast to 

a rigid obstacle test case. 

 

 

Figure 5 Comparison of numerical and experimental normalized graph of the location of the wave front for the 

dam-break wave flow against a rigid obstacle test case. 

 
TABLE 1. Evaluation of the ISPH numerical model via relative error statistic for the dam-break flood wave 

against an isolated obstacle test case. 

Time(s) 
Relative error of 

wave height % 

Relative error of  

wave position % 

0.1 7.9 11.9 

0.3 5.73 -2.18 

0.5 13.01 -1.59 

0.7 10.18 2.5 

Mean % 9.15 3.29 

 
Results were analyzed considering the position of proceeding wave front and flow height against 

time. For evaluating the numerical method, mean relative error was used (Table 1).  

Table 1 shows that mean relative error in the computation of the position of the wave front was 

3.29%. Furthermore, mean relative error in computing flow height was less than 9.15%. Comparison 

of numerical and experimental results shows good accuracy in flow simulation of dam-break test case 

with a downstream obstacle.  

6.2. Modelling gradually collapse of Water column (dam break) on a wet bed 
In this test case, the experimental observations were taken from [10]. The experimental setup is 

mentioned in Figure 6. In the initial time, water column with a depth of 0.15 m is blocked by a gate. 

The initial downstream water depth is set as 0.018 m. The flood wave propagates as the gate opens 

completely from above with a constant speed of 1.5 m/s.  As for the numerical simulation, in total, 

5930 particles with an initial distance of 0.004 m were used. 
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Figure 6 Initial geometry of gradually collapse of free water column (dam-break) with initial height of 0.15 

m and gate velocity of 1.5 m/s. 

Figure 7 compares the numerically calculated water surface with the digitized experimental water 

surface in four different time steps. As may be seen from Figure 7, there is some discrepancy between 

the numerical consequences and the experimental observation in the initial stage of the free-surface 

change. However, it should be noted that the mushroom-shaped water surface observed in the 

numerical results has also been reported by [14], [3] and [9]. In general, the calculated free water-

surface features are in acceptable agreement with the experimental observations.  

 

  

  

  

  
Figure 7 Comparison of (above) numerical results and (below) experimental observations (reprinted from [20]); 

the observed digitized free-surface position is denoted by the black circle in (a). 

Figure 8 shows the position of particles, free-surface shape, and pressure distribution after a 0.281 

and 0.531 s simulation. Normalized diagram of time in comparison to position proceeding of wave 

front of numerical model with the distance of 0.004 m between particles and experimental model is 

given in Figure 9. 

 

 
Figure 8 Pressure contours calculated by the ISPH model in 0.281 s and 0.531 s after the first time for gradually 

collapse of the water column test case. 

 

Summary of the numerical model evaluation using relative error statistic criterion is shown in 

Table 2. Table 2 shows that mean relative error in the computation of the position of the wave 

front was 1.73%. Furthermore, mean relative error in computing flow height was less than 8.3%. 

Comparing the numerical results and experimental observations, confirms the ability of the 

developed numerical model in flow simulation of gradual flood wave over wet bed. 
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Figure 9 Comparison of numerical and experimental normalized diagram of the position of the wave front for 

gradually collapse of water column case. 

 
TABLE 2 Evaluation of the ISPH numerical model via relative error statistic of the position of the wave front for 

gradually collapse of water column test case. 
Time (s) 

Relative error of 

Wave height % 

Relative error of 

Wave position % 

0.156 7.4 2.12 

0.281 8.2 1.6 

0.406 7.8 1.23 

0.531 10 2.0 

Mean % 8.3 1.73 

6.3. Modeling of solitary wave 
In this part, the accuracy of ISPH flow model is assessed by analogizing the numerical and 

theoretical wave heights of a solitary wave propagating on an isolated bed. Considering the following 

relation (which is derived from the Boussinesq equation), the initial wave situation was arranged by 

identifying the particles near the computational entrance regarding an analytical solitary wave profile 

and velocity derived from the Boussinesq equation [21].  

2

3

3
( , ) sec [ ( )]

4

a
x t a h x ct

d
                                                                                             (19) 

where η= water surface elevation, a=wave amplitude, d=water depth and ( )c g d a  is the solitary 

wave celerity. The horizontal velocity under the wave profile is calculated by (20)  

g
u

d
                                                                                                                                  (20) 

In this study, a solitary wave with the wave amplitude a=0.06 m is considered. The water depth 

is 0.2 m and the initial particle spacing is 0.01 m. The first situation was arranged by identifying 

the particles near the computational entrance with the wave profile of Eq. (19), zero vertical 

velocity and horizontal velocity of Eq. (20). As for the numerical computation, the 5200 particles 

were placed on a regular grid with square cells, in a way that those that were above the profile 

were eliminated. This condition leads to a slightly rough initial profile such that the fluid rapid 

adjusts to the solitary wave profile. Figure 10 indicates the comparisons of the modeled wave 

profiles and the analytical answers at various times.  
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Figure 10 Comparisons of modeled (the blue points) and analytical (the black points) solitary wave profiles at 

0.1, 0.4, 0.7, 1 and 1.2 s. 

 

Results of simulations are indicated acceptable agreement between the numerical and the analytical 

calculations. However, according to the results at t=1 s (where the wave deals the right wall) a 

reduction in the accuracy of the numerical model can be observed. This problem is due to an error 

which is usually occurs in the numerical solution of Poisson's equation. 

  
Figure 11 Calculated pressure contours by the ISPH numerical model in 0.4 s and 1.2 s. 

In Figure 11, the pressure contours at the time of 0.4 s and 1.2 s are shown. As may be observed the 

pressure contours are almost regular. At the time of 0.4 s, the pressure at the peak of wave 

approximately equals to the hydrostatic pressure measured at this point (=2900 pa). Figures 12 and 13 

respectively indicate the normalized diagram of time in comparison to position of solitary wave and 
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the normalized diagram of time in comparison to solitary wave height.  

 

 
Figure 12 Normalized diagram of time compared to condition of the solitary wave front and its comparison with 

the analytical results for the solitary wave test case. 

 
Figure 13 Normalized diagram of time compared to height of the solitary wave and its comparison with the 

analytical results. 

The comparison for the wave height between the calculated results and observation in terms of 

relative error are presented in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 Evaluation of the ISPH numerical model via relative error statistic of the position of the wave front for the 

solitary wave test case. 

Time(s) 
Relative error of 

wave height % 

Relative error of wave 

front position % 

1 1.6 -1.05 

0.4 3.3 -2.04 

 0.7 -5 -0.69 

1 -11 -2.45 

1.2 -6.6 -1.9 

Mean % 5.5 1.62 

 

7. Conclusion 

The purpose of present study was to provide insight into mesh-free ISPH simulation of free surface 

hydraulics problems and challenge the capabilities of this method in the field of computational fluid 

dynamics.  

The ISPH model was applied for flow simulation of three test cases of dam-break flood wave, 

gradual collapse of water column and solitary wave. Governing equations on wave flows were solved 

using ISPH discrete method with two-step fractional algorithm. The initial distance of 0.006 m for the 

dam-break test, 0.004 m for gradual water collapse and 0.01 m for solitary wave case were considered 
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between particles.  

In order to assess the ability of the numerical method, mean relative error was used. The mean 

relative error in the computation of the position of the wave front of the dam-break and water column 

collapse were below 4%. Furthermore, mean relative error in computing flow height of these two cases 

were below 10%. Moreover, the mean relative error in the computation of the height of the solitary 

wave was 5.5% and mean relative error of Wave position was equal to 1.62 %. These outcomes 

demonstrated the ability of the advanced model to deal with a realistic free-surface problem even when 

large deformations exist in the free surface. 
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Abstract 
In order to measure precipitation as the main variable for estimating the runoff and designing 

hydraulic structures, the satellite algorithm products that have the proper spatial and temporal 

coverage, can be used. In this study, at first, the daily streamflow simulation of Sarough-Cahy 

River from the Zarinehroud basin was conducted through the artificial neural network (ANN) 

and ground data of daily precipitation, temperature and discharge for the years of 1988 to 2008. 

The developed network was trained, validated and tested. Then, in order to evaluate the products 

of satellite precipitation algorithms in streamflow simulation which is the aim of this study, daily 

satellite rainfall data of PERSIANN, TMPA-3B42V7, TMPA-3B42RT and CMORPH between 

2003 and 2008 were used as an input data to the trained ANN model. Considering indices of R2, 

RMSE and MAE implemented for evaluations, the results indicated that satellite rainfall 

algorithms are able to simulate runoff efficiently over the study area. 
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1. Introduction  
Since the most catchments of Iran country lack of hydrometric stations with long-term data, 

using methods that help them in estimating runoff from precipitation is of considerable 
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importance. Hydrologic models as useful methods to simulate flow, is one of the early stages of 

planning and management of water resources [1]. Several rainfall-runoff models have been 

proposed for flow estimation, among which the artificial neural network (ANN) due to non-

linear structure has a high potential in modeling complex and non-linear processes such as 

precipitation-runoff [2]. On the one hand, precipitation is the key input variable in hydrological 

modeling and temporal and spatial distribution of it has a significant impact on surface flows [3]. 

Knowing the temporal and spatial distribution of rainfall and understanding its effect on river 

flow is one of the cases that lead to proper management of water resources in the catchment area 

[4]. In fact, relatively accurate and reliable estimations of precipitation, as the main variable of 

hydrological models play an important role in modeling and forecasting output hydrographs [5]. 

In order to develop methods for estimating precipitation using satellite images, remote 

sensing algorithms using satellite technology, on a global scale with temporal and spatial 

resolutions, respectively less than 3 hours and 0.25 degree were provided. Therefore, one of the 

sources of world-class precipitation estimation is the product derived from satellite precipitation 

estimates algorithms (SRE) [6]. Now, the highest precipitation data is collected from ground 

rainfall stations. However, the network of precipitation measurement stations in most areas and 

particularly in developing countries such as Iran, do not have a proper spatial coverage. 

Furthermore, due to their pointed measurements of precipitation, it is not possible to show the 

precipitation value in areal form, which can be a significant limitation for hydrological 

applications. Thus, satellite estimates of precipitation with high spatial and continuous coverage 

over areas with different physiographic conditions, can be a good alternative for the ground 

stations [7]. However, in order to use this set of data, it is necessary to evaluate their error 

quality and characteristics in different places. Then, precipitation estimation using satellites are 

important sources to achieve more complete monitoring of precipitation and water resources in 

Iran where the distribution of ground stations is too scattered [5]. This is while the efficiency 

assessment of satellite precipitation products (SPPs) in runoff simulation as input data into 

hydrological models, has less been attended over Iran. 

In this study, we first deal with the evaluation of ANN in simulating daily streamflow of 

Sarough-Chay river from the Zarinehroud basin. Then, in order to investigate the performance of 

satellite precipitation algorithms in simulating the streamflow, which is the purpose of this study, 

a series of daily satellite rainfall products named Precipitation Estimation from Remotely Sensed 

Information using ANN (hereafter PERSIANN), Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) 

Multi-satellite Precipitation Analysis (hereafter TMPA-3B42V7 and TMPA-3B42RT), and 

Climate Prediction Center (CPC) Morphing Technique (hereafter CMORPH) will be used as 

input to the trained model. 

 

2. Research background 
In the past two decades, using satellite rainfall estimates (SREs) has had a significant growth 

to measure rainfall and great efforts have been done in the field associated with their careful 

performance and error analysis [5]. Also, the models based on ANN have been used in many 

studies for simulating the watershed runoff. 

Kalyskan et al. [8] examined TRMM satellite rainfall data in Tapajv river basin, the main 

tributaries of the Amazon River, located in Brazil. They used TRMM satellite daily rainfall data 

and ground rain gauge data as input for MGB-IPH hydrological model and compared the results 

of the calculations with observed hydrographs. The results showed that satellite data of TRMM-

3B42 can be used as input to the distributed rainfall-runoff models over the tropical basins of 

South America. Stisen and Sandholt [9] evaluated three satellite products, including 
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PERSIANN, CMORPH and TRMM-3B42 as input in MIKE SHE hydrological model over the 

Senegal river basin and found that the performance of TRMM -3B42 is better than other satellite 

products . 

Behrangi et al. [10] evaluated the efficacy of satellite precipitation products (SPPs) to 

simulate runoff at the basin scale. For this purpose, five products of satellite algorithms named 

TMPA-RT, TMPA-V6, CMORPH, PERSIANN and PERSIANN-adj were implemented as 

inputs to SAC-SMA hydrological model in order to simulate the runoff in monthly and 6 hours 

scales. The results for all five kinds of products in different rainfall intensities as well as 

different seasons were compared with each other and the ability of each product to capture the 

runoff with respect to its errors and uncertainties was expressed.  

Lee et al. [11] compared TRMM satellite rainfall data with rain gauge data at different time 

scales and evaluated the performance of TRMM data to simulate hydrological processes in 

Yangtze river basin of Znjyng in China. Simulation of monthly hydrological processes showed 

that TRMM satellite rainfall data can be useful for simulating the flow over the basin. Moazami 

et al. [5] compared three satellite rainfall estimation algorithms (PERSIANN, TMPA-3B42V7 

and TMAP-3B42RT) with rain-gauge data over the whole country of Iran and , concluded that 

TMPA-3B42V7 product with values of  Mbias =-1/47 mmd
-1

,  RBias= -13.6%, MAE = 4.5, 

RMSE = 6.5 mmd
-1 , and correlation coefficient of 0.61 represents better estimates of daily 

precipitation than two other products. 

Dawson and Willlbay [12], Tokar and Johnson [13], Tokar and Marcus [2], and Zhang [14], 

have also acknowledged the ability of ANNs to model the non-linear phenomena. Tokar and 

Marcus [2] compared the ANN and conceptual models to estimate the runoff of Fraser river 

watershed in Colorado. They reported the accuracy of achievement to an appropriate answer for 

predicting the runoff in the neural network compared to conceptual models. Soltani [15] by 

comparing the performance of conceptual models and ANN in simulating the rainfall-runoff 

process concluded that neural network requires less information and also is calibrated and 

verified faster compared to other models.  

3. Materials and Methods 

3.1. Study area 

Zarinehroud basin (45-̊45 to 15-̊47 east longitude and 30- ̊35 to 45-̊36 north latitude) with 

an approximate area of 11841 km2 is widespread in the southeast of Urmia Lake in 

northwestern part of Iran. In this research, Sarough-Chay river sub-basin of Zarinehroud was 

chosen with area of 2403.8 km2, due to completeness of its rain gauge data named TAKAB 

and its hydrometric station named Safakhaneh (See Figure 1). 

3.2. Data 
Ground data of daily rainfall, average temperature and discharge from 1988 to 2008 have 

been used to simulate the streamflow in this study. The first 10 years from 23/09/1988 to 

22/09/1998 is intended for training the proposed ANN model, the 5 years from 23/09/1998 to 

22/09/2003 for the validation, and the rest 5 years from 23/09/2003 to 21/9/ 2008 for testing the 

model. The daily precipitation data of PERSIANN, TMPA-3B42V7, TMPA-3B42RT and 

CMORPH products were derived through the aggregation of 3-hour time resolution. However, 

the spatial scale of satellite data is in square pixel size with 0.25 degree, thus, a rainfall value for 

each satellite product is obtained at each pixel [5]. Figure 2 shows the pixels network over the 

whole country of Iran which composed of 0.25 degree pixels. 
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Figure 1. The study area of Sarough-Chay river sub-basin  

 
Figure 2. Satellite pixels network over the whole country of Iran 

 

In this study, the daily precipitation data between 2003 and 2008 of those satellite pixels in 

which rain gauges are located were used. In Figure 3 Iran map covered by satellite pixels, the 

distributed rain gauge stations throughout the country and the location of studied satellite pixel 

with its rain gauge are displayed. 

3.3. ANN modeling 
The ANN consists of a very simple and highly interconnected processor called a neuron. 

A neuron is an information-processing unit that is fundamental to the operation of a neural 

network, and consists of a weight and an activation function (Figure 4). 

The weights are the most important parameters acting as the memory of ANN, and the 
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activation function provides nonlinear mapping potential with the network. The manner in 

which the neurons of ANNs are structured determines the architecture of ANNs [16]. In 

general, there are three fundamentally different classes of network architecture. The first is a 

single-layer feedforward network, without hidden layers. The second is a multilayer 

feedforward network, with more than one hidden layer. The third is a recurrent neural 

network, with at least one feedback loop. In this study, the multilayer feedforward neural 

network (MFNN) with one hidden layer was used, because it is able to approximate most of 

the nonlinear functions demanded by practice [17]. The weight parameters on the links 

between neurons are determined by the training algorithm. 
 

 
Figure 3. Location of rain gauge stations in the satellite pixels over throughout Iran country and the study 

area 

 

The most common and standard algorithm is the backpropagation training algorithm, the 

central idea of which is that the errors for the neurons of the hidden layer are determined by 

back-propagation of the error of the neurons of the output layer, as shown in Fig.4. There are a 

number of variations in backpropagation training algorithms on the basic algorithm that are 

based on other standard optimization techniques, such as the steepest descent algorithm, 

conjugate gradient algorithm, and Newton's method. 

Among various backpropagation methods, the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm has 

been very successfully applied to the training of ANN to predict streamflow and water quality, 

providing significant speedup and faster convergence than the steepest descent-based algorithm, 

and conjugate gradient-based algorithms [18]. 

In this study, the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm was applied to train the network. 
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of backpropagation training algorithm and typical neuron model 

[19] 
3.4. Evaluation criteria 

To evaluate simulation results, the coefficient of determination (R
2
) and indicator of Root 

Mean Square Error (RMSE) which gives more weight to larger errors than the index of Mean 

Absolute Error (MAE) are used as equations (1) to (3): 
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Where Q
obs

 and Q
sim

 are respectively observed and simulated flow, 
obs

Q  is the mean 

observed flow and n  is the number of data.  

4. Results and Discussion 
In this study, to simulate daily streamflow rate by ANN, according to the autocorrelation 

between daily time series of rainfall and runoff, as well as the use of hydrological observations at 

different time delays, the patterns presented in table 1 have been implemented as inputs into 

model [2], [13]. Then the best pattern in the test phase of network is selected.  
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Table 1. The patterns used as inputs to the ANN model 

Q(t) = f ( P(t-1) , P(t) , T(t) ) Model 1 

Q(t) = f ( P(t-1) , P(t) , Q(t-1) ) Model 2 

Q(t) = f ( P(t-1) , P(t) , T(t) , Q(t-1) ) Model 3 

Q(t) = f ( P(t-2) , P(t-1) , P(t) , T(t) ) Model 4 

Q(t) = f ( P(t-2) , P(t-1) , P(t) , Q(t-1) ) Model 5 

Q(t) = f ( P(t-2) , P(t-1) , P(t) , T(t) , Q(t-1) ) Model 6 

Q(t) = f ( P(t-3) , P(t-2) , P(t-1) , P(t) , Q(t-1) ) Model 7 

Where, indicates the daily discharge, height of daily rainfall, mean daily temperature 

of basin, and  time step of calculations by model.  

In this method, a three-layer Perceptron and training function propagation model were used. 

Using trial and error, the number of neurons in the middle layer and the number of repetitions 

was obtained in order to achieve optimal function with the aim of minimizing the error factor. 

The activation function of the middle layer is Logsig (hidden layer with 10 neurons) and the 

output layer activation function is Purelin neuron linear function with the number of outlets. And 

also due to the use of stimulant function Logsig, the data were normalized between (1 and 0). 

The results of network assessment in the test phase with the input patterns are shown in Table 2.  

 
Table 2. Evaluation ANN with various input patterns during network testing 

 

R2 

 

Se/Sy Se Sy 

 Evaluation  

  

      Models 

0.15 0.59 6.20 10.33 Model 1 

0.77 0.41 4.79 11.70 Model 2 

0.78 0.36 3.71 10.33 Model 3 

0.21 0.54 5.55 10.33 Model 4 

0.91 0.29 3.49 11.88 Model 5 

0.88 0.33 3.45 10.33 Model 6 

0.90 0.31 3.59 11.98 Model 7 

Where Sy is Standard Division of flow observations, Se is root mean square error and R
2
 

represents the coefficient of determination between observed and simulated discharges. If Se is 

significantly smaller than Sy, the model will provide an accurate prediction. Conversely, if Se is 

equal to or greater than Sy, the model prediction will not be accurate [2]. Therefore, the less ratio 

of Se/Sy leads to the higher accuracy of streamflow prediction by model [13]. According to the 

values expressed in table 2, the input pattern of No. 5 in the network test phase as well over the 

study area was superior to other patterns and hence is selected as the final pattern. Furthermore, 

in order to evaluate the efficiency of satellite-based precipitation estimate algorithms using 

evaluation criteria, daily precipitation derived from PERSIANN, TMPA-3B42V7, TMPA-

3B42RT and CMORPH were used as input to trained network instead of rain gauge data to 

Q P T

t
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simulate daily streamflow. The obtained results are represented in table 3 and figures 5(a) to 5(d) 

that show the scatter plots of simulated against observed discharges (respectively named as Qs 

and Q), as well as time series of precipitation (P), Q, and Qs for each satellite product separately. 

Table 3. The results of runoff simulation with satellite rainfall estimates and ANN 

MAE RMSE R
2 Satellite Precipitation Products 

1.69 4.44 0.87 PERSIANN 
1.30 3.77 0.91 CMORPH 
1.51 3.88 0.89 TMPA-3B42V7 
1.64 4.24 0.88 TMPA-3B42RT 

 

a) 

 
 

b) 

 
 

c) 
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d) 

 
 

Figure 5. The scatter plots of modeled against observed discharges for a) CMORPH, b) PERSIANN, c) 

TMPA-3B42, and d) TMPA-3B42RT products 

According to the values of indices for simulated daily streamflow in table 3, the rainfall data 

of CMORPH has higher performance in discharge simulation. Also, the value of MAE shows 

fewer errors in estimating the streamflow rate and can be a good supplementary to rain gauges 

for runoff simulation by ANN over areas with sparse ground stations. Ebert et al. [20] and Joyce 

et al. [21] also showed that satellite products of CMORPH have the best chance for detection the 

daily rainfall. In addition, it can be concluded that estimations of satellite rainfall algorithms 

have very close performance to the rain gauges data. 

5. Conclusion 

At first, the daily streamflow simulation of Sarough-Chay river from the Zarinehroud 

basin was conducted through the ANN and ground data of daily precipitation, 

temperature and discharge. Then the developed training network was validated and 

tested. Next, in order to evaluate the satellite precipitation products in streamflow 

simulation which is the aim of this study, daily rainfall data of PERSIANN, TMPA-

3B42V7, TMPA-3B42RT and CMORPH were used as the input to the trained network. 

According to the shared assessment period in simulating the daily streamflow with 

ground and satellite data, the satellite precipitation data was in agreement with the rain 

gauge measurements and thus can be a good complementary to them particularly over 

areas with sparse ground stations for runoff simulation by ANN. However, the 

performance of CMORPH satellite product in simulating the runoff of is better than the 

three other algorithms. The values of error indices of CMORPH are also lower than 

other algorithms, which represents  the lower error of the model to estimate the 

streamflow rate and are inconsistent with the findings of Ebert et al. [20], Joyce et al. 

[21] and Romily and Jebermichael [22]. Therefore, it can be used as the main variable in 

estimating the basin runoff due to the proper temporal and spatial coverage. 
Finally, considering the key role of the precipitation variable in hydrological modeling and 

availability of satellite data for the whole country, further investigations regarding the 

possibility of using data generated by different algorithms of satellite precipitation estimates 

instead of rain gauges as input variables to hydrological models are suggested to simulate more 

accurate runoff in catchments of the country. 
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Abstract 
Bridges are very important for establishing communication paths. For this reason, it is important 

to control scour around bridge piers. Several methods have been proposed for scour control. One 

of the most useful methods is the use of submerged vanes. In the other hand, laboratory 

circumstances force many considered effective factors to be skipped in the scour phenomenon. 

In this situation, the importance of using numerical models would appear even more. In this 

research, numerical simulation of the flow pattern around the piers surrounded by submerged 

vanes has been carried out. For this purpose, the structure simulated in three dimensions using 

Fluent software. K-ε turbulence model with VOF and mixture models for multiphase flow 

simulation were applied. Afterward analysis of the water surface profiles, velocity distribution 

profiles, and shear tension of the bed in multiple placements conditions including multiple vanes 

within two flow intensity and two different angles were performed. The results showed that there 

is a good agreement between numerical and experimental results. The best models in this 

research were found to be Realizable k-ε turbulence model with VOF multiphase model for 

water surface profile and velocity distribution profiles. The maximum extracted relative errors 

for water surface profiles and velocity distribution profiles were 2.23% and 2.92%, respectively. 

Also, analysis of the counts and placement angles showed that 6 vanes rather to 2 and 4 vanes 

and also angle of 30 degrees rather to angle of 20 degree performs better in action. The other 

results of this study, are no change in water surface profiles, reduction of the velocity and the 

amount of shear stress around the piers in different placement conditions including multiple 

submerged vanes. 
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1. Introduction  
Bridges are the most important structures of communication which are always subject to 

degradation. In studies, scour is considered as one of the main reasons of destruction. submerged 

vanes are used to control the size of the scour hole and to protect the structures.  Numerical 

Study of submerged vanes would be possible by a closer look. Marelius and sinha (1998) 

experimentally and numerically studied velocity profile around the submerged vanes. 

Hassanzadeh et al (2006) have developed a numerical model to simulate the flow pattern around 

bridge piers. Ariyanfar and Shafai Bajestan (2008) numerically studied the flow pattern around 

the base of the cylindrical piers using Fluent model. Besharati Givi and Hakim Zadeh (2009) 

simulated cylindrical pier in models three dimensions using Fluent software. Alamatiyan and 

Jafarzadeh (2009) they studied the numerical model of flow conditions around the bridge piers. 

Sarveram et al (2008) studied the numerical simulation and flow velocity distribution around 

bridge pier. Kariminia and Salehi Neyshabouri (2011) simulated the backwater phenomenon for 

bridge pier using Fluent software. Asadi Partov et al (2012) studied numerical simulation of flow 

pattern in a direct channel and the effect of bridge pier diameter on it. Kalali et al (2012) studied 

the numerical simulation of the flow pattern around slant bridge piers. Hoshmand et al (2013) 

studied three-dimensional numerical modeling of the flow around the bridge pier in meandering 

beds. Yen et al (2001) simulated bed change and flow pattern in the cylindrical bridge pier using 

Flow-3D software and a combination of three-dimensional flow model and scour model. 

Roulund et al (2002) simulated flow around bridge pier by three-dimensional numerical model. 

In the present study, the flow pattern around bridge piers including submerged vanes simulated 

and assessed. This study was carried out with a CFD program, which uses the finite volume 

method to solve 3D Reynolds averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) equations for this model. The 

free surface levels computed using VOF (volume-of-fluid) method and compared with 

experimental data. 

2. Materials and Methods 
2.1. Experimental Procedure 

The experiments carried out by Shojaei (2009) in a metal glass flume with a rectangular cross-

section. The flume was 0.8 m wide, 0.5 m deep and 8 m long. The slope of the channel was 0.001. 

A cylindrical steel pipe with diameter of 0.06 m used to model the pier. Submerged vanes models 

made in rectangular square form. The submerged vanes was 0.001 m wide, 0.03 m deep and 0.09 

m long. The discharge was measured by a rectangular weir placed at the end of channel. Fig. 1 

shows the submerged vanes and the pier parameters. In all experiments, according to the 

calculations u∗ u∗c⁄ = 0.9 , flow depth equaled to 0.147 m and discharge is considered 

0.03 m3 sec⁄ . Also, with depth of 0.147 m has been considered which is the required condition in 

order to avoid flow depth affecting on scour hole depth. In all experiments, the flow was turbulent. 

The recognition criterion in this type of flows is Reynolds number, which is defined as Re =
VR

ν⁄ . So, considering flow depth of 0.147 m and discharge of 0.03 m3 sec⁄  the Reynolds number 

would equals to 1.09 *10
5
 and Froude number equals to 0.21. Table 1 summarizes hydraulic and 

geometric parameters for the models, whereas the presented factors of the submerged vanes counts 

are n, angles between the submerged vanes and flow direction are α, and flow intensity is 𝑉 𝑉𝑐⁄ . 
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Table 1. The variable parameters in experiments submerged vanes in front of the base 

Geometric 

variables 

n 2, 4 ,6 

α 20°, 30° 

hydraulic 

variables 
𝑉 𝑉𝑐⁄  0.8 , 0.95 

 
Fig. 1. Plan view of pier and submerged vanes 

2.2. Numerical mode 
In the present study, the flow pattern around the bridge pier are numerically studied for 

different flow intensity using the k-ε turbulence models and two-phase flow theory. The 

numerical solution for most problems are obtained by solving a series of triple differential 

equations, which is known as the Navier-Stokes equations. These differential equations are about 

the transition of mass, momentum, and energy. 
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Where 𝑢𝑖 is the average velocity in the direction of i=1, 2 and 3, p is the pressure, μ is the 

dynamic viscosity of the fluid and 𝑢𝑖
′𝑢𝑗

′ is Reynolds stress term. So, this system of equations is 

not definite and Reynold’s stress should be calculated using proper turbulence model. 

2.2.1. Volume of Fluid (VOF) 
In computational fluid dynamics, the volume of fluid (VOF) method is a free-surface 

modelling technique for tracking and locating the free surface levels. Determining the free 

surface levels by VOF method requires a function F which is known as Volume of Fraction 

(VOF). The differential function in two-dimensional mode presented as following: 

𝜕𝐹

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑢

𝜕𝐹

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝑣

𝜕𝐹

𝜕𝑦
= 0 

It is a scalar function, defined by the integral of a fluid's characteristic function in the control 

volume, which is known as volume of computational grid cell. The volume of fraction is tracked 

through for each fluid in every computational grid cell, while all fluids share a single set of 

momentum equations. When a cell is empty with no traced fluid inside, the value of F is zero. 

When the cell is full, F=1, and when there is a fluid interface in the cell, 0<F<1. The function F 

can be solved with different methods. In this study, Geometric Reconstruction method was used. 

The Geometric reconstruction scheme represents the interface between fluids using a piecewise-

linear approach. This scheme is the most accurate and is applicable for general unstructured 

meshes. In Fig. 2 the interface between two fluids are represented for actual and the Geometric 
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Reconstruction scheme. 

  
Fig. 2. (a) Actual interface shape (b) interface shape represented by the Geometric reconstruction scheme 

(c) interface shape represented by the donor-acceptor scheme (Fluent, 2006) 

 2.2.2. Realizable k-ε Model 
The realizable k-ɛ model contains a new formulation for the turbulent viscosity and a new 

transport equation for the dissipation rate, ɛ, that is derived from an exact equation for the 

transport of the mean-square vorticity fluctuation. The transport equations of Realizable k-ε 

model are as following: 

𝜕

𝜕𝑡
(𝜌𝑘) +

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

(𝜌𝑘𝑢𝑗) =
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

[(𝜇 +
𝜇𝑡

𝜎𝑘

)
𝜕𝑘

𝜕𝑥𝑗

] + 𝑃𝑘 + 𝑃𝑏 − 𝜌𝜀 − 𝑌𝑀 + 𝑆𝑘   

𝜕

𝜕𝑡
(𝜌𝜀) +

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

(𝜌𝜀𝑢𝑗) =
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

[(𝜇 +
𝜇𝑡

𝜎𝜀

)
𝜕𝜀

𝜕𝑥𝑗

] + 𝜌𝐶1𝑆𝜀 + 𝜌𝐶2

𝜀2

𝑘 + √𝜐𝜀
+ 𝐶1𝜀

𝜀

𝑘
𝐶3𝜀𝑃𝑏 + 𝑆𝜀 

Where, 𝐶1 = max [0.43 ∙  
𝜂

𝜂+5
]    𝜂 = 𝑆

𝑘

𝜀
     𝑆 = √2𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑆𝑖𝑗     𝐶1𝜀 = 1.44    𝐶2 = 1.9    𝜎𝑘 = 1.0   𝜎𝜀 = 1.2 

In these equations, 𝑃𝑘 represents the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to the mean 

velocity gradients, calculated in same manner as standard k- ε model. 𝑃𝑏 is the generation of 

turbulence kinetic energy due to buoyancy, calculated in same way as standard k- ε model. 

The differential equation for turbulence viscosity,𝜇𝑡 ,are as following:  𝜇𝑡 = 𝜌𝐶𝜇
𝑘2

𝜀
  

Where,  𝐶𝜇 =
1

𝐴0+𝐴𝑠
𝑘𝑢∗

𝜀

    𝑈∗ = √𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑆𝑖𝑗+Ω𝑖�̃�Ω𝑖�̃�      Ω𝑖�̃� = Ω𝑖𝑗 − 2𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑘𝜔𝑘    Ω𝑖𝑗 = Ω𝑖𝑗
̅̅ ̅̅ − 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑘𝜔𝑘 

Where Ω𝑖𝑗
̅̅ ̅̅  is the mean rate-of-rotation tensor viewed in a rotating reference frame with the 

angular velocity 𝜔𝑘. The model constants 𝐴0 and 𝐴𝑠 are given by:   𝐴0 = 4.04   𝐴𝑠 = √6 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙  

 𝜙 =
1

3
𝑐𝑜𝑠−1(√6𝑊)      𝑊 =

𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑆𝑗𝑘𝑆𝑘𝑖

�̃�3       �̃� = √𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑆𝑖𝑗      𝑆𝑖𝑗 =
1

2
(

𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖
+

𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗
) 

2.2.3. Model geometry and boundary conditions  
To analyze the Flow pattern around the bridge pier the model’s geometry was generated and 

the unstructured grids are created. In order to reduce computational works and also to avoid 

simulating the entire flume, a cross-sectional with 0.8 m wide, 0.16 m deep and 3 m long is 

defined as problem posing. Because of placement complexity of submerged vanes and bridge 

piers and in order to have acceptable grid to solve flow equation, flume divided to three sections 

of one meter parts. The most used gridding method for the volumes is hexagonal elements 

(square) due to the high reliability. But in the submerged vanes (central size) location due to low 
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thickness of the vanes (1 mm) the tetrahedron (triangular) elements was used. In order to make 

acceptable mesh in the pier area the Quad-Pave algorithms and in other parts the Quad-Map 

algorithm was used. Meshing volumes in the pier area with algorithms Hex-Cooper and in other 

parts of the Hex-Map algorithm was performed. In the final step, the boundary conditions for 

walls, pier and submerged vanes, input and output page and also velocity inlet defined and saved 

by *.msh format in order to import it to Fluent software. One of the constructed mesh files in 

Gambit presented as Fig. 3.  

 

Fig. 3. Grid for pier area and four submerged vanes 

3. Results and Discussions 

3.1. Calibration of the numerical model 
In order to calibrate a numerical model, the experimental results of Arvanaqhi (2009) is used. 

His experiments in rectangular channel with a length of 10 meters, width of 0.25 m and a height 

of 0.50 m was peformed. Diameter of the model pier used in this series of experiments was 

0.012 m. In order to calibrate the numerical model, depth and velocity parameters (profiles of 

water level and flow velocity profiles), experimental and numerical models compared. In 

experimental models, the water depth measured by bathymetry sensors at the top of the channel 

and upstream of the bridge pier, and it was controlled and corrected using gauge surface. as well 

as, the horizontal component of the flow velocity (Vx) around bridge pier, extracted by Micro 

Propeller in two model V/Vc within accuracy of 1.0 centimeters per second. In order to calibrate, 

the velocity distribution profile, along the longitudinal axis of channel (Z = 0) and in two 

sections by distance 3 and 10 cm from the center of the bridge piers in the upstream and in V / 

Vc = 0.95 was investigated. Also, the water surface profile on two axes Z = 0 (central axis) and Z 

= ± 3 cm (lateral axis) was extracted and compared to experimental results. 

Initially to choose the best model of turbulence, k-ε turbulence model using three models of 

Standard, RNG and Realizable investigated and the results of numerical models compared to 

experimental results and Relative Average Error (RAE) was calculated.   In the following 

equation (𝑣𝑝) and (𝑣𝑛) respectively, are flow velocity in the physical models and the Numerical 

models. 

 (𝑅𝐴𝐸)𝑉% =
∑ |(𝑣𝑝𝑖 − 𝑣𝑛𝑖)|𝑁

𝑖=1

∑ 𝑣𝑝𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1

× 100 

According to Figure 4 and Table 2, comparison of the results showed that Realizable 

turbulence model is much in tune with experimental results. It seems that because of the low 
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amount of error in the model it can be used to determine the Reynolds stress and viscosity of 

vortices more accurately, and as a result solving the momentum equation more accurately. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Comparison of the velocity profile with a variety of k-ε turbulence models and experimental 

results 

Table 2. The error rate (RAE %) of k-ε turbulence models 
Realizable 

k-ε 
Standard 

k-ε 
RNG 

k-ε 
turbulence 

models 

1.674 3.476 2.81

5 
Error (%)  

After selecting the best model of turbulence, comparison of the horizontal velocity (Vx) was 

conducted in two cross-sections (figures 5 and 6). The results show that the numerical models 

are in good agreement with physical model, So that the numerical models error in two sections 

by distances of 3 and 10 cm from the center bridge pier, respectively, 2.29 % and 1.76 % were 

calculated which is relatively neglectable error. The bigger value for error in section 3 cm, 

indicate more turbulence at this point. 

 
Fig.5. Comparison of the Vx in a distance of 3 cm 

from the pier 
Fig.6. Comparison of the Vx in a distance of 10 cm 

from the pier 

 
In this section, to increase the accuracy and reduce computational process, assessment of the 
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mesh size effect was issued. For this purpose, modeling the water level changes by using 

different mesh size has been done and the results were compared with experimental results of 

Arvanaghi (2009). Numerical analysis results show (Table 3) that with decrement of the mesh 

size to a specified size (increase the counts of meshes), their results would change and get closer 

to the true value, but further that, there isn’t significant change in the results and only increase 

the model runtime. So, the mesh count of 81000 selected. To verify the authenticity of meshes, 

the relative average error (RAE) and standard root mean square error (RMSE) was used. In the 

following formula (yp) and (yn), respectively, is water depth in physical model and water depth 

in numerical model. The equation is as follows: 

(𝑅𝐴𝐸)𝑦% =
∑ |(𝑦𝑝𝑖− 𝑦𝑛𝑖)|𝑁

𝑖=1

∑ 𝑦𝑝𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1

× 100    (𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸)𝑦 = [
1

𝑁
∑ (𝑦𝑝𝑖 −  𝑦𝑛𝑖)2𝑁

𝑖=1 ]
0.5

 

Table 3. errors in simulated water surface profile with different mesh count 

RMSE (mm) RAE (%) Counts of mesh 

9.18 6.12 37000 

6.51 4.07 52000 

1.67 1.05 81000 

2.71 1.43 100000 

After selecting the best counts of meshes, simulation and analysis of water surface profile in 

the central axis and two lateral axes around the bridge pier was done. The results showed that the 

water surface profiles are in good agreement with physical models (Figure 7 and 8) and the error, 

were calculated in the two axes 0 and ±3 cm from the center pier respectively, 2.23% and 2.09%, 

whereas considering the fact that some calculation of water surface profiles, done through 

interpolation due to mixture interface of water and air, but errors were neglectable. 

According to the results above, it can be said that the Fluent software has the ability to 

simulate the flow pattern and the results can be trusted due to the high relative accuracy. 

 
Fig 7. Comparison of the flow depth in lateral axis 

 
Fig 8. Comparison of the flow depth in central axis 

            

3.2. Water Surface Profile 
The free surface profiles obtained by the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method which presented in 

Figs. 9 and 10. In the central axis of the channel (Figs. 9), when the water flow approaches to the 
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bridge pier, due to decrement of the flow velocity, water depth increase in front of the pier. Also 

On the back of pier due to constriction section, the flow velocity increases and water level 

decrease. In the lateral axis (Z = + D) increasing and decreasing water levels in the upstream and 

downstream pier does not happen. The reason of that is the long distance between the axis and 

bridge pier (Fig 10). The results showed that the counts of submerged vanes as well as their 

angle, has no effect on the water surface profiles, so it can be said that submerged vanes like 

collar have no effect on the water level (in accordance with the results Arvanaqhi, 2009). 

 
Fig.9. comparison of the water surface profile at Z = 0, 𝑉/𝑉𝑐 = 0.95 ,  𝛼 = 30˚ 

 
Fig.10. comparison of the water surface profile at  𝑍 = +𝐷, 𝑉/𝑉𝑐 = 0.95 ,  𝛼 = 30˚ 

3.3. Flow Velocity Distribution 
In this section, it has been dealt with the velocity distribution with the Realizable k-ε 

turbulence model and  𝑉 𝑉𝑐⁄ = 0.95 in different sections which indicated in Figure 11. In order 

for better understanding, changes in velocity, the results from added vanes as an obstacle in the 

flow direction, initially dealt with the horizontal velocity component distribution of single bridge 

pier (without submerged vanes) and afterwards channel modeling has been done with bridge pier 

and submerged vanes. 
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Figure 11. Axes of velocity Distribution 

3.3.1. The horizontal Velocity Component Distribution 
In this section, initially the impact of existence or absence of the submerged vanes on the 

velocity profile at the central axis (𝑍 = 0) and lateral axis on the right (𝑍 = +𝐷) examination 

has been performed. Then comparison of the angle impact of the submerged vanes (20 and 30 

degrees) and also their counts (2, 4 and 6), on the distribution of the horizontal velocity 

component in the introduced axis, is taken into consideration. According to Table 4, Figures 12, 

and 13, the horizontal velocity component at the pier with submerged vanes is less than the pier 

without submerged vanes, Therefore, as a conclusion installation of submerged vanes around the 

bridge pier, would reduce the velocity in channel axis’s, which would result in reducing local 

scour around bridge piers. 

Table 4. The mean values of velocity (m / s) in two axes 𝑍 = 0 and 𝑍 = +𝐷 

 (𝑚

𝑠
 )The mean values of velocity 

Location of the 

vanes 𝑍 = 0 𝑍 = +𝐷 
0.19203 0.2899 alone pier 

0.1411 0.2621 2P-30˚ 

0.1301 0.2141 4P-30˚ 
0.1174 0.1282 6P-30˚ 
0.1485 0.2637 2P-20˚ 
0.1391 0.2231 4P-20˚ 
0.1320 0.1405 6P-20˚ 

 

 
Fig 12. Comparison of the horizontal velocity component in 𝛼 = 20˚ ,  𝑍 = 0 
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Fig 13. Comparison of the horizontal velocity component in 𝛼 = 20˚ , 𝑍 = +𝐷 

Checking the angle impact of the submerged vanes, in the axis’s of  𝑍 = 0 , +𝐷 indicates 

that the horizontal velocity component distribution at the angle of 30˚ decreases rather to 20˚, 

Therefore, it can be concluded that an angle of 30˚ is better and more effective than angle of 20˚ 

in the velocity decrement in undermining local scour around bridge piers (Table 5). Reason for 

irregularity of the velocity distributions could be linked to the angles and the counts of 

submerged vanes. (Fig 14). 

Table 5. The mean values of velocity (m / s) in order to comparison the angles of submerged vanes on 

two axes Z = 0 , +D 

 (𝑚

𝑠
 )The mean values of velocity 

Location of the vanes 
𝑍 = 0 𝑍 = +𝐷 

0.1687 0.2635 single pier 

0.1468 0.2626 2P-30˚ 

0.1304 0.2135 4P-30˚ 

0.1286 0.1628 6P-30˚ 

0.1532 0.2775 2P-20˚ 

0.1373 0.2184 4P-20˚ 

0.1301 0.1989 6P-20˚ 

 

Fig 14. Comparison of the angle of submerged vanes in 𝛼 = 20˚ , 𝑍 = +𝐷  
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Also, checking the impact of the submerged vanes counts on the axis’s  𝑍 = 0 , +𝐷 resulted in 

the fact that six vanes have greater impact on reducing the horizontal velocity component around 

the pier and lead to better scour control (Figures 15 and 16) 

 

Fig 15. Comparison of the horizontal velocity component in 𝛼 = 30˚ , 𝑍 = 0   

 

Fig 16. Comparison of the horizontal velocity component in 𝛼 = 30˚ ,  𝑍 = +𝐷 

It is worth noting that the effect of lower vanes in the axis 𝑍 = 0, more near to the bed 

observed with better performance in reducing scour around the piers. Also, the angle of 30°, has 

the better performance than the angle of 20° in the horizontal velocity component reducing and 

consequently reduction of scour. 
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axes   𝑍 = 0 , +𝐷  investigated (Figures 17 and 18). The results showed that installation of 

submerged vanes reduces the amount of vertical velocity component in the central axis, so that 

in the case of six vanes with both angel 30 and 20 degree it can be stated that the vertical 

velocity component of approximately in the depth of 3 cm from the channel bottom (about the 

height of pages) is equal to zero and indicating that vortexes control is relatively good. Also in 

the central axis, maximum amounts of velocity, in the case of six submerged vanes, for the two 

angles 20 and 30 degrees, were respectively 0.00265 m/s and 0.00215 m/s and in the depths of 

0.04238 m and 0.06363 m (relative to the channel bottom) occurred, also in this case, the results 

imply angle of 30-degree for better performance. But in the lateral axis, submerged vanes did not 

have much success to reduce this component. This result was also in agreement with 

observations of Shojayi (2009). Because in the series of her experiments, the vanes were only 

able to control the scour hole at the front of the pier and were not able to control scour at the 

sides of the pier. Shojayi (2009) used the collar to control the vortices around the pier. Also in 

Table 6, maximum velocity and depth of all above conditions mentioned, whereas confirms the 

above results. 

Table 6. The maximum values of vertical velocity component and depths of them respectively, at 

different angles and counts of vanes 

Parameter’s 

Location 

of the vane 

𝑍 = 0 𝑍 = +𝐷 

maximum of 

velocity (
𝑚

𝑠
) 

Depth from the 

bottom (m) 

 maximum of 

velocity (
𝑚

𝑠
)  

Depth from the 

bottom (m)  

0.00329 0.13949 0.01415 0.13969 2P-30˚ 

0.00609 0.13908 0.0161 0.06855 4P-30˚ 

0.00215 0.06363 0.02314 0.05785 6P-30˚ 

0.00397 0.13794 0.01599 0.11931 2P-20˚ 

0.00785 0.13907 0.01889 0.06844 4P-20˚ 

0.00265 0.04238 0.03024 0.01192 6P-20˚ 

 

Fig 17. Comparison of the vertical velocity component for 𝛼 = 30˚ ,  𝑍 = 0 
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Fig 18. Comparison of the vertical velocity component for 𝛼 = 20˚ ,  𝑍 = 0 

3.4. Shear Stress Distribution 
Figures 19 and 20 show Bed shear stress distribution, on the central axis of the channel. In 

order for better understand, the vertical axis that indicates the amount of stress divided by the 

total shear stress (𝜏 𝜌𝑔𝐻𝑆𝑓)⁄  and the horizontal axis that indicates distance to the pier, divided 

by the channel depth (H) which all are dimensionless. Focusing to the figures 19 and 20 and 

Table 7 it can be stated in the case of two and six vanes with both of angel 20° and 30°, the 

maximum shear stress is reduced compare to single pier. 

 

 

Fig 19. Shear Stress Distribution in 𝛼 = 30˚ ,  𝑍 = 0 
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Fig 20. Comparison of the amounts of shear stress in 𝛼 = 30˚ ,  𝑍 = 0 

 

Table 7. The maximum shear stress and its distance from pier in various modes of submerged vanes 
Shear stress from pier 

(
𝑵

𝒎𝟐) 
Distance from pier 

(m) 

 maximum shear stress 

(
𝑵

𝒎𝟐)  
Location of the vanes 

0.068 0.288 0.16 Alone pier 

0.0151 0.178 0.142 2P-30˚ 

0.0153 0.155 0.166 4P-30˚ 

0.0129 0.189 0.14 6P-30˚ 

0.0199 0.175 0.135 2P-20˚ 

0.0215 0.137 0.162 4P-20˚ 

0.0176 0.178 0.156 6P-20˚ 

4. Conclusions 
Some of the main observations and conclusions can be summarized as follows: 

1. Due to the good agreement between numerical and physical models, FLUENT software 

can be used for determining the parameters that are not measurable in the laboratory for 

the conditions which measurement accuracy is not enough. 

2. It was observed that the fluent software has a high capability to simulate the water 

surface profiles, so that the error in two axis of  𝑍 = 0 (the central axis) and 𝑍 = ±3 𝑐𝑚 

of center bridge pier (lateral axis), were computed respectively, 2.23% and 2.09%. 

3. Fluent software was also accurate in simulation of flow velocity profile. So that the error 

in the two sections in distance 3 and 10 cm from the center pier and in the central axis 

channel were calculated respectively, 2.92 % and 1.67 %. 

4. By evaluating profiles, the water level in the two central and lateral axis And in two flow 

intensity were 0.8 and 0.95, the conclusion was that vanes in different flow intensity 

have little effect on the water surface profile, whereas the maximum created difference 

observed at 1.564 m from channel beginning part (4 cm from pier) was only 3 mm. 

5. Assessing the horizontal velocity component distribution in the channel with and 
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without the bridge pier and submerged vanes, it was observed that the horizontal 

velocity component reduced using submerged vanes and it means that the vanes are 

effective in reduction of velocity and subsequently reduction of local scour around 

bridge piers. 

6. Evaluating and comparing the angle of the submerged vanes on central and lateral axis’s 

in the channel it was observed that the angle of 30° is better than the angle 20 ° in 

reduction of horizontal velocity component. 

7. Considering the counts of used submerged vanes, it turned out that the counts of 6 was 

much effective rather than 2 and 4 in reducing of the horizontal velocity component. 

8. The studies showed the efficiency of vanes in velocity decrement near to the channel 

bed, whereas implies on positive performance of submerged vanes. 

9. Assessing the vertical velocity component in the central axis resulted in the fact that in 

general, existence of vanes reduces this component. So that, placement of six vanes with 

both angels of 20 and 30 degree in the central axis, the vertical velocity component was 

approximately equal to zero in 3 cm of the channel bottom (the same height of vanes). 
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Abstract 
Floods are among the natural disasters that cause human hardship and economic loss. 

Establishing a viable flood forecasting and warning system for communities at risk can mitigate 

these adverse effects. However, establishing an accurate flood forecasting system is still 

challenging due to the lack of knowledge about the effective variables in forecasting. The 

present study has indicated that the use of artificial intelligence, especially neural networks is 

suitable for flood forecasting systems (FFSs). In this research, mathematical modeling of flood 

forecasting with the application of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and data fusion technique 

were used in estimating the flood discharge. Sensitivity analysis was performed to investigate 

the significance of each model input and the best MLP ANN architecture. The data used in 

developing the model comprise discharge at different time steps, precipitation and antecedent 

precipitation index for a major river basin. Application of model on a case study (Karun River in 

Iran) indicated that rainfall-runoff process using data fusion approach produces results with 

higher degrees of precision. 
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1. Introduction  
Flood protection and awareness have continued to rise on the political agenda over the last 

decade accompanied by a drive to ‘improve’ flood forecasts (Demeritt, et al. [5]; van Berkom, 

[12]). Without a doubt, flood flow information is very important for early warning. Flood flows 

in downstream areas are strongly influenced by upstream conditions. The artificial neural 

network (ANN) model has shown to be appropriate for the above-mentioned problem (Chen et 
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al. [3]). Neural network models possess a distributive processing system and are able to store 

inherent characteristics of data in the form of a large storage for later generalization (French et 

al. [7]). The ANN model has various mathematical compositions capable of modeling extremely 

complex physical systems. It has the potential to be more flexible and less assumption dependent 

approach to act as a simulation model for the hydrologic systems (Sudheer and Jain [11]). In this 

paper, a model has been presented for flood forecasting using data fusion technique and artificial 

neural networks (ANNs). Data fusion is an emerging area of research that covers a broad 

spectrum of application areas ranging from ocean surveillance to strategic warning, and medical 

diagnosis (Hall [8]). The principal objective of data fusion, which is process of combining or 

amalgamating information from multiple sensors and/or data sources, is to provide a solution 

that is either more accurate according to some measure of evaluation, or allows one to make 

additional inferences above and beyond those that could be achieved through the use of single 

source data alone (Dasarathy [4]). Data fusion researches are divided into two board groups. The 

first takes the view that data fusion is the amalgamation of raw information to produce an output, 

while the second advocate a more generalized view of data fusion in which both raw and 

processed information can be fused into useful outputs including higher level decision. See and 

Abrahart used data fusion approach for continuous river level forecasting where data was the 

amalgamation of information from multiple sensors and different data sources (See and Abrahart 

[9]). Abrahart and See evaluated six data fusion strategies and found that data fusion by an 

(ANN) model provided the best solution (Abart and See [1]). Shu and Burn applied (ANN) 

ensembles in pooled flood frequency analysis for estimating the index flood and the 10-year 

flood quintiles (Shu and Burn [10]). Araghinejad et al. [2] applied the combination of data fusion 

technique and probabilistic method to forecast peak discharge of Red River in Canada and 

seasonal stream flow in Zayandeh-rud River in Iran. Despite remarkable studies in this field, 

further investigations need to be conducted to find the effects of various inputs in forecasting 

models. This study considers several combination of the different-input models. These inputs 

range from discharge at different time steps to precipitation and antecedent precipitation index 

(API).  

The remainder of the paper is organized in the following sections: section 2 is associated with 

the methodology of the study. The methodology section explains data fusion method, typical 

ANN model as well as different-input ANN models. In section 3, proposed methodology is 

applied on Karun River in Iran as a case study. Combination of the different ANN model with 

various inputs are tested on this case study. In the last section,  this paper finally gives a 

conclusion according detailed results. 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Data Fusion Methods 
The general equation of a hydrological event forecasting model is  

𝑦𝑖=𝑓(𝑋𝑖) + 𝜀𝑖                                          𝑖 = 1,2, … 𝑛                                                                       (1) 

where X= vector of predictors, y= forecast variable, 𝜀 =model error and n= number of 

observation data. In the case of using multiple models to forecast y, and considering similar 

predictors, Eq. (1) is changed to the following matrix from 

[𝑌𝑖] = [

𝑦𝑖1

𝑦𝑖2

⋮
𝑦𝑖𝑚

] = [

𝑓1(𝑋𝑖)

𝑓2(𝑋𝑖)
⋮

𝑓𝑚(𝑋𝑖)

] + [

𝜀𝑖1

𝜀𝑖2

⋮
𝜀𝑖𝑚

]                                                                                         (2) 
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where m= number of forecast models used to estimate y., [𝑌]= matrix of estimations of 𝑦 

provided by different individual models. Using the data fusion approach, [𝑌] is the sum up to a 

unique estimation of 𝑦.  

2.2. Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) Model 
Empirical models, particularly (ANNs) are known as powerful tools for function mapping. 

See and Abrahart [1] have suggested the use of ANNs as a data fusion method. The general form 

of this method is 

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑔([𝑌𝑖])                    [𝑌] = [

𝑦𝑖1

𝑦𝑖2

⋮
𝑦𝑖𝑚

] ; 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛                                                       (3) 

where g is a non-linear function which maps outputs of different individual forecast models 

to a single output of 𝑦𝑖 using ANN model. ANN models generally are a mathematical model that 

is devised by analogy with biological brain cells. It is a highly interconnected structure 

consisting of an input layer, a hidden layer (or hidden layers), and an output layer. Fig. 1 shows a 

general structure of the neural network with one hidden layer. The nodes (called neurons) 

receive and process input signals and send an output signal to other nodes in the network. The 

output of each node is defined by 

𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑗 = ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗 . 𝑜𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1                                                                                                    (4) 

where 𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑗 is the net input information arriving at node 𝑗, 𝑤𝑖𝑗 is the connection strength or 

weight between nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 and 𝑜𝑗is the activation at node 𝑖. The level of activation is then 

updated using the following sigmoid function 

𝑜𝑗 =
1

1+exp (𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑗)
                                                                                                      (5) 

where 𝑜𝑗is the output at node j.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 A General Architecture of an Artificial Neural Network. 

In the error back propagation algorithm, errors are estimated to observe the performance of 

model and the values of weight are recalculated accordingly. This is referred to as a learning 

process. The error, E, is defined by 
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E=
1

2
∑ ∑ (𝑑𝑝𝑘 − 𝑜𝑝𝑘)2𝐾

𝑘=1
𝑃
𝑝=1                                                                                    (6)                                                    

where 𝑃 is the total number of patterns in the training set, 𝐾 is the total number of output 

nodes, and 𝑑𝑝𝑘  and 𝑜𝑝𝑘  are the desired and calculated outputs at node  𝑗  for pattern p, 

respectively. 

A Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) method with back propagation is used here which has 

input, output, and hidden middle layers. 

2.2.1. Model Development 
One of the main aims in design of warning systems is to increase the pre-warning time based 

on accurate simulation of flood inundation levels. Two models were used for this purpose 

𝑄(𝑡) = 𝑓[𝑄(𝑡 − 2), 𝑄(𝑡 − 1), 𝑃𝑖(𝑡), 𝑃𝑖(𝑡 − 1), 𝐴𝑃𝐼(𝑋), 𝑇(𝑋), 𝑇(𝑡 − 1)]                           (7)  
𝑄(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑓[𝑄(𝑡 − 1), 𝑄(𝑡), 𝑃𝑖(𝑡), 𝑃𝑖(𝑡 − 1), 𝐴𝑃𝐼(𝑋), 𝑇(𝑡), 𝑇(𝑡 − 1)]                             (8) 

where Q is the discharge, P is the precipitation, T is the temperature and )(xAPI  is the 

previous precipitation index at previous x time steps and t is the computational time step. The 

previous precipitation index may be obtained from: 

𝐴𝑃𝐼(𝑋) = ∑ 𝑃𝑋−𝑗. 𝐾−𝑗𝑖
𝑗=1                                                                                       (9) 

𝐾 = 𝐸𝑋𝑃(
−𝐸𝑇

𝑊𝑚
)                                                                                                       (10) 

where i  is the number of passed days, K  is the precipitation constant varying between 0.85 

and 0.95, 
jxP 
is the precipitation at day jx   , ET  is the evapotranspiration and Wm  is the 

maximum available soil moisture for evaporation. 

2.2.2. Data preprocessing 
Since input variables appear in different scale, therefore the values of inputs should be 

changed in the same scale in a specified interval. Following equations can be used to normalize 

input values between (0.05-0.95): 

  𝑋𝑛 = 0.05 + 0.9
𝑋−𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛
                                                                            (11) 

where, 𝑋𝑛 is the normalized value of input 𝑋, 𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the minimum of the input 𝑋 and 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 

is the maximum of the input 𝑋. 

2.2.3. Evaluating the performance of the model 
In order to evaluate the performance of ANN models, Nash-sutcliffe, Mean Relative Error 

and correlation coefficient parameters are used as following equations: 

𝐸 = 1 −
∑ (𝑄𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑖−𝑄𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖)2𝑛

𝑖=1

∑ (𝑄𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑖−�̅�𝑜𝑏𝑠)2𝑛
𝑖=1

                                                                           (12) 

𝑀𝑅𝐸 =
∑ |

𝑄𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑖−𝑄𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖
𝑄𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑖

|𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑛
                                                                                   (13) 

  𝑅 =
𝑛 ∑ (𝑄𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑖.𝑄𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖)𝑛

𝑖=1 −(∑ 𝑄𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 ).(∑ 𝑄𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1 )

√[𝑛.(∑ 𝑄𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑖
2𝑛

𝑖=1 )−(∑ 𝑄𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 )

2
].[𝑛.(∑ 𝑄𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖

2𝑛
𝑖=1 )−(∑ 𝑄𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1 )

2
]

                                         (14)  

where, 𝐸 is the Nash-Sutcliffe parameter, 𝑀𝑅𝐸 is the mean relative error, 𝑅 is the correlation 

coefficient, 𝑄𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑖 is the 𝑖th observed discharge , 𝑄𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖 is the 𝑖th simulated discharge and 𝑛 is the 

number of data. 
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3. Case study 
The case under examination was that of Karun River in Khuzestan province, southwest of 

Iran (Fig.. This is the longest river of Iran (about 950Km) stretched from longitude 50°18′28′′𝐸 

and latitude 31°35′1′′𝑁to longitude 48°9′54′′𝐸 and latitude 39°25′40′′𝑁. Karun supplies water 

demand of the important cities located along the river such as Ahvaz and Shushtar. Karun river 

collects the runoff of a 62570 𝑘𝑚2-basin and conveys to the Persian Gulf (Emamgholizade et al 

[6]). Therefore, there is a potential of flood risk in cities in the vicinity of Karun. Therefore flood 

management options such as flood warning systems should be established for Karun River. In 

this paper, data were gathered from hydrometric stations along the Karun (See Fig. 2 for their 

locations).   The input data are those that had been mentioned in section 2.2.1. Out of the total 

observation data, some 5844 days had daily corresponding values which in turn provided 5844 

patterns. 4197 first patterns were chosen for training and the remaining 1647 patterns for testing 

the neural network. 

 
Fig. 2 location of the study area 

4. Application of Models and Test of their Reliability 

4.1. forecasting discharge in time step t 
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4.1.1. Model 1 
In this model an MLP network with two inputs of discharge at time steps (t-1) and (t-2) were 

used for training the discharge at time step t. Upon a trial and error procedure the network was 

designed as (2-2-1) i.e. 2 input neurons, 2 neurons at hidden layer and 1 output neuron. Values 

of MRE, E and R
2
 were obtained to be equal to 10.53, 0.815 and 0.797 respectively. Results are 

presented in Figure 2. Scattering of the data around the bisector line as depicted in Fig.3 shows 

that this model cannot efficiently predict flood flow except for a few small floods. In fact, 

applying this model can increase the risk of inaccurate flood forecasting. Fig. 3 also implies that 

considering only discharge at two previous time steps cannot give an accurate prediction of 

floods. 

 
Fig. 3 Observed discharge versus predicted discharge for model 1: a) training data, b) testing data 

 

4.1.2. Model 2 
The second model uses precipitation data from 24 stations along the discharge from the 

previous time step of the output station to simulate the river flow. An MLP network with 25 

inputs was trained to obtain the discharge at time step t. The network design was initially set at 

(25-5-1). Upon sensitivity analysis and optimization, the architecture of the network was 

designed at (14-6-1). Values of MRE, E and R
2
 were obtained to be equal to 12.83, 0.889 and 

0.883 respectively. As it may be seen from Fig. 3, this model performs better as it can predict 

low flow floods with more accuracy. However, large flood flows are not yet predictable (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4 Observed discharge versus predicted discharge for model 2: a) training data, b) testing data 

4.1.3. Model 3 
The second model uses precipitation data from 24 stations along the discharge from the 

previous time step of the output station as well as the precipitation index values for the last 4 to 8 

days. Neural network with architecture 29-8-1 was trained using several trials and errors. Based 

on sensitivity analysis, 15 inputs were found as effective inputs for ANN model. Sensitivity 

analysis was accomplished by applying change in one normalized input while the other inputs 

remain constant. As an example, the result of the sensitivity analysis has been shown in Fig. 5. 

Accordingly, an initial MLP network at (29-8-1) was replaced by a network at (15-5-1). Values 

of MRE, E and R
2
 were obtained to be equal to 13.07, 0.967 and 0.905 respectively. Fig.6 shows 

even better results than that obtained in the second model. However, none of these models have 

performed reasonably for predicting large flood flows. The reason may be attributed to the fact 

that these models use time step patterns for both rainy and no rainy days. These were separated 

in the next two models.  

 

 
 

Fig. 5 Sensitivity analysis for Model 5 with initial 29 input variables  
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Fig 6.  Observed discharge versus predicted discharge for model 3: a) training data, b) testing data 

 

4.1.4. Model 4 
Input data for flow on no rainy days include: 𝑄(𝑡 − 1), 𝑄(𝑡 − 2) and 𝐴𝑃𝐼(7). Therefore in 

this model a MLP network with 3 inputs was used for training the discharge at time t. The 

architecture was based on (3-2-1). Values of MRE, E and R
2
 were obtained to be equal to 5.78, 

0.977 and 0.978 respectively (Fig.7). As shown in this figure, flood forecasting with model 4 is 

much more accurate than that with model 2. This implies that the large number of inputs does 

not necessarily improve forecasting.   

 

 
Fig. 7 Observed discharge versus predicted discharge for model 4: a) training data, b) testing data 

4.1.5. Model 5 
Inputs for the fifth model for rainy days were based on data from 13 stations, the outflow 

station discharge at last time step and the precipitation index for the last seven days. The 

network design was set at (15-9-1). Values of MRE, E and R
2
 were obtained to be equal to 

19.10, 0.957 and 0.859 respectively. 

Figure 8 shows that omission of data with high correlation has reduced the correlation factor 

in this case. However, comparison of observed values of peak flood flows indicates higher 

accuracies than those obtained in model 3. 
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Fig. 8 Observed discharge versus predicted discharge for model 5: a) training data, b) testing data 

4.1.6. Combination of Model 4 and Model 5 
The combined model may be readily compared with any individual model. Values of MRE, E 

and R
2
 were obtained to be equal to 9.10, 0.913 and 0.911 respectively. As may be seen in Fig. 

9, this combined model can predict the flood hydrographs more accurately than the first three 

models. Flood predictions are made more accurately whilst both rainy and no rainy days have 

been considered. For more simple comparison, errors and R
2
 have been listed in table 1. 

 
Fig. 9 Observed discharge versus predicted discharge for combined model: a) training data, b) testing data 

 
Table 1. The value of errors for models 

MRE E R
2 

Model 
Test Training Test Training Test Training 

10.53 7.87 0.815 0.862 0.897 0.856 1st 

12.83 6.69 0.889 0.959 0.883 0.96 2
nd

 

13.07 8.61 0.967 0.948 0.905 0.946 3
rd

 

5.78 2.92 0.977 0.999 0.978 0.984 4
th

 

19.10 10.96 0.957 0.999 0.859 0.957 5
th

 

9.10 5.76 0.913 0.971 0.911 0.969 
Combined 

model 
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4.2. forecasting discharge in time step t+1 
Input variable considered for this ANN model, are discharges in rainy days, precipitation data 

form 24 stations, discharge in previous time step as well as 𝐴𝑃𝐼 data. After several trials and 

errors, ANN model was set with 26 inputs with architecture 26-8-1 to forecast 𝑄(𝑡 + 1) . 

Sensitivity analysis showed 𝑄(𝑡 − 1) was the most effective input parameters in developed 

ANN model. Results of the sensitivity analysis has been shown in Fig. 10. Accordingly, ANN 

model with architecture 15-6-1 was developed using several trial-and-error attempts. Values of 

𝑀𝐴𝐸, 𝐸 and 𝑅2 were obtained to be equal to 20.83, 0.865 and 0.82 respectively. For graphical 

assessment, Fig. 11 shows predicted discharge by ANN model against observed discharge. The 

results show the appropriate performance of ANN model to predict large flood flows. 

 

 
Fig. 10. Sensitivity analysis for ANN model with 26 input variables to forecast 𝑄(𝑡 + 1) 
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Fig. 11. Observed discharge versus predicted discharge for forecasting 𝑄(𝑡 + 1): a) training data, b) 

testing data 

4. Conclusion 
Establishing an accurate flood warning system is vital option for timely flood management.  

Artificial neural network are typically considered as a suitable method to model physical 

phenomena such as riverine flood forecasting. However, determination of the effective inputs for 

ANN modelling is significant. In this research a neural network model and a data fusion 

technique were used to predict flood flows in the Karun River. Five ANN models were 

developed with different inputs combinations.  Data for the fourth and fifth model were 

combined based on input variables for discharge, precipitation and the precipitation index for the 

previous seven days. In spite of variety of input data, the resulting model showed greater 

accuracy in predicting floods compared to models with less variety of input variables. Sensitivity 

tests were utilized to omit inputs with less effects on prediction of floods resulting in even 

greater accuracy. 

Notations 
𝑋= vector of predictors 

𝑌= forecast variable 

𝜀 =model error 

𝑛= number of observation data 

[𝑌]= matrix of estimations of 𝑦 provided by different individual models 

𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑗  = the net input information arriving at node 𝑗 

𝑤𝑖𝑗 = the connection strength or weight between nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 

𝑜𝑖= the activation at node 𝑖 
𝑜𝑗= the output at node 𝑗 

𝑃= the total number of patterns in the training set 

 𝐾= the total number of output nodes, 

𝑑𝑝𝑘 and 𝑜𝑝𝑘 = the desired and calculated outputs at node 𝑗 for pattern 𝑝 

𝑋𝑛 = the normalized value of input 𝑋 

𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛= the minimum of the input 𝑋  

𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 = the maximum of the input 𝑋. 

𝐸 = Nash-Sutcliffe parameter 
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𝑀𝑅𝐸 = mean relative error 

𝑅= correlation coefficient 

𝑄𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑖 = 𝑖th observed discharge  

𝑄𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖 = 𝑖th simulated discharge  

𝑛 = the number of data. 

𝑄 = the discharge 

 𝑃= the precipitation 

 𝑇= the temperature 

 )(xAPI = the previous precipitation index at previous x time steps and 

 𝑡 = the computational time step 

K = the precipitation constant varying between 

jxP 
= the precipitation at day jx   

ET = the evapotranspiration 

Wm= the maximum available soil moisture for evaporation. 
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Abstract 
Several types of sediment transport equations have been developed for estimation of the river 

sediment materials during the past decades. The estimated sediment from these equations is very 

different, especially when they applied for a specific river. Therefore, choice of an equation for 

estimation of the river sediment load is not an easy task. In this study 10 important sediment 

transport equations namely; Meyer-Peter and Muller (1948), Einstein (1950), Bagnold (1966), 

Engelund and Hansen (1972), Toffaleti (1969), Yang (1996), Van Rijn (2004), Wiuff (1985), 

Samaga et al. (1986) and Beg (1995) are used to estimate sediment load of the Karun  River in 

Iran.  The estimated sediment load compared with the measured field data by using statistical 

criteria such as root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE) and correlation 

coefficient (R
2
). Results showed that Engelund and Hansen formula can provide reliable 

estimates of sediment load of the Karun River which have high suspended sediment load 

concentration with RMSE of 3725 ton/day, MAE of 1058.82 ton/day and R
2
 of 0.41. Bagnold and 

Wiuff formulas estimated the total sediment load 280 % and 700% more than the measured 

values and the Van Rijn, Tofaleti and Bagnold formulas estimated the sediment load 99 %, 71% 

and 93 % lower than the measured values, respectively. The comparison indicated that Samaga, 

Einstein, Tofaleti and Yang equations with low accuracy are not suitable for estimation of 

sediment load of the Karun River. The main reason for this difference is related to fact that the 

Karun River carries fine sediment (wash load) which these equations not considered it. 
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1. Introduction  
Since natural rivers are subject to constant erosion and sediment transport processes, the 

study of sediment transport mechanisms and sediment transport capacity of stream flows is 

considerably important in hydraulics and morphology behaviors of a river (Sheppard, 1963; 

Roushangar et al., 2014). Sediment transport and sedimentation in rivers have serious outcomes 

that lead to formation of sediment bars and therefore reduction of flood capacity (Cazanacli et 

al., 2002), reduction the reservoir capacity and its lifetime (Hassanzadeh et al., 2011) and severe 

erosion of hydro mechanical facilities (Ghomeishi and Hemadi, 2007). Also erosion and 

deposition along the river change the morphology of river and as result the cross section, 

stability and the capacity of rivers will change (Habibi, 1994; Kiat et al., 2008). Various 

equations such as mathematical modeling, physical modeling or both are used by investigators to 

study of sediment transport, river hydraulics, and river channel changes (Kiatet al., 2008). 

Sediment transport in natural rivers has been widely studied in the past few decades and there 

are many theoretical or empirical formulas that can be used with reasonable accuracy to predict 

the sediment transport rate for sand bed river. For example, the sediment transport equations 

developed by Bagnold (1966), Engelund and Hansen (1972), Yang (1996) and Van Rijn (2004) 

are often applied to compute bed- material load in rivers. 

The significant difference between results obtained by different formulas emphasizes the 

necessity of assessing predicted values by different formulas in varying river conditions (Yang, 

1996). As the existing formulas predict the maximum sediment transport capacity of a river, so 

the measured sediment load may be less than the calculated sediment loads by these formulas. A 

large number of comparison studies have been done  to  test  the predictability  of various  

sediment transport  equations  covering  a  wide  range  of  flow conditions and sediment types, 

but the accuracy of computational sediment transport  models has remained  a “challenging 

question”  yet (ASCE, 2004). For selecting the most proper equations for estimation of sediment 

discharge for a river, it is necessary to evaluate them. The literature review show that different 

studies were performed to predict the suspended sediment load (Wu et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 

2012; Heidarnejad, and  Gholami, 2012), bed load(Yang and Wan, 1991; Sirdari et al., 2001; 

Haddadchi et al., 2013) and total load (Wu et al., 2008; Roushangar et al., 2014) of rivers. 

For example Cea et al. (2014) used different sediment transport formulations (Meyer-Peter 

and Muller (1948), Wong–Parker (2003), Einstein-Brown (1950), van Rijn (1984), Engelund 

and Hansen (1967), Ackers-White (1973), Yang (1973), and a Meyer-Peter and Muller), which 

commonly used in morphological studies in rivers. Also they analyzed the relevance of 

corrections on the sediment flux direction and magnitude due to the bed slope and the non-

equilibrium hypothesis.  Haddadchi et al. (2013) evaluated the ability of twelve bed load 

sediment transport equations with two types of grain size namely bed load and bed material. For 

this purpose they used field data which collected by handheld bed load sampler in Narmab 

River, northeastern Iran. They showed that the best results when achieved the bed load grain size 

were used to the equations of Shocklitsch, Meyer-Peter and Mueller, while the equations of 

Engelund and Hansen, Van Rijn and Einstein perform well with bed material grain size. 

The Karun River is the main important river in Iran. The present paper aims is to evaluate the 

ability and performance of the ten commonly used sediment transport formulas to prediction the 

sediment transport capacity of this river. 

2. Data, Methods and Models 

2.1. Study sites and data 
The study area is located in the Karun River Basin, Iran (Fig. 1). The Karun River is the 
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largest river in Iran which several large dams (The Karun 1, 2 3 and 4) constructed on this 

river. Its average discharge is 575 m
3
/s. The basin area is about 62,570 km

2
, with altitudes 

between 25 and 4397.6 m MSL. The total length of the river is 950 km. It collects the runoff of 

extensive areas and conveys to the Persian Gulf. This river supplies water demands of 16 cities, 

several villages, thousands hectares of agricultural lands, and also with having four large dams 

has an important role in power generation. The Karun joined with many permanent tributaries 

such as Dez and Kuhrang before passing through Ahwaz city in the Khuzestan Province.  

This study uses hydraulic and physical properties of sediment data collected in Ahvaz 

hydrometric station on the Karun River to estimate sediment transport rate of this river. The 

hydrometric station located in the city of Ahwaz (35°34´ N to 35° 34.9´ N and 53°28´ E to 53° 

28.9´ E) and it is one of the first order hydrometric station providing long and relatively reliable 

data. More than 103 series data of this station, from the period of 2002 to 2012, used as input 

data for calculations of sediment transport rate of this river. Table 1 shows the statistical indices 

of the measured variables i.e., suspended sediment discharge (Qs), flow discharge (Q), velocity 

(V), depth (y), mean diameter of bed materials sediment (D50), water surface slope (S), water 

temperature (T) and cross-section width of station (W). 

 
Fig.1. The Karun River basin in Iran  

Table1. Summary of applied data in calculations of total and suspended sediment load in Karun River 

 Minimum Average Maximum 

Sediment discharge  (ton/day) 689.47 122085.9 1904336 

Flow discharge  (m3/s) 188 865.9 3546 

Velocity(m/s) 0.26 0.57 1.39 

Depth (m) 3.24 1.81 6.69 

D50 (mm) 0.119 0.1 0.7 

Slope) %( 0.000219 0.0004 0.0007 

Temperature(°C) 8 20.82 32 

Section width (m) 273 338 399.13 

Prediction of bed load flux remains a significant problem in understanding river 

morphodyanmics for geomorphic and engineering applications. In most watershed and river 

engineering projects, 20 to 30% of suspended load is generally considered as bed load. This 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dez_River
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kuhrang
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ahwaz
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Khuzestan_Province
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assumption may not be correct in some cases (Torabi-Pode, 1999). In this study, the bed load of 

the Karun River was not measured systematically at Ahvaz hydrometric station. Therefore, bed 

load of the Karun River has considered 5 to 10% of suspended load that reported by Torabi-Pode 

(1999). 

The performance of sediment transport equations was evaluated based on three statistical 

metrics, namely mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE), and correlation 

coefficient (R
2
). These metrics can be shown by 

1
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Where, n is the number of data, Oi is the observed values, Pi is the predicted values and the 

bar de notes the mean of the variable. 

 

2.2. Sediment Transport Formulas 
Deterministic sediment transport formulas can be expressed by one of the following forms: 

𝑞𝑠 = 𝐴1(𝑄 − 𝑄𝑐)𝐵1  (4) 

𝑞𝑠 = 𝐴2(𝑉 − 𝑉𝑐)𝐵2  (5) 

𝑞𝑠 = 𝐴3(𝑆 − 𝑆𝑐)𝐵3  (6) 

𝑞𝑠 = 𝐴4(𝜏 − 𝜏𝑐)𝐵4  (7) 

𝑞𝑠 = 𝐴5(𝜏𝑉 − 𝜏𝑐𝑉𝑐)𝐵5  (8) 

𝑞𝑠 = 𝐴6(𝑆𝑉 − 𝑆𝑐𝑉𝑐)𝐵6  (9) 

Where, qs= sediment discharge per unit width of channel, Q = water discharge, V = average 

flow velocity, S = energy or water surface slope, τ= shear stress, τV= stream power per unit bed 

area, VS= unit stream power, A1, A2, A3, A4, As, A6, B1, B2, B3, B4, Bs, Bb= parameters related to 

flow and sediment conditions, and c = subscript denoting the critical condition at incipient 

motion. Also the modified version of Yang (1996) equitation was used because this version was 

specially modified for rivers with high concentrations of fine suspended materials. For Van 

Rijn’s equation, the 2004 version was selected because the new formulas were improved greatly 

especially for fine sediment. Table 2 shows the used equations: 
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Table 2. Equations which used for calculation of sediment load in Karun River 
Researcher Equation  

Bagnold (1966) tanb b
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Engelund and Hansen (1972) 
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where γ and γs are  specific  weights  of  water  and  sediment, respectively, qb  is bed 

load transport rate per unit width, tan α  is the ratio of tangential to normal shear force,  𝜏 is 

shear stress along the bed, eb is the efficiency coefficient, V is the average flow velocity; 

tq is total sediment discharge by weight per unit width, d50 is the mean diameter of the bed 

materials; g is the gravitational acceleration; Gs is the specific gravity given by 
γ

γs
 ; fsilt is a 

silt factor; τbcr is the instantaneous grain related bed-shear stress due to both currents and 

waves; ρb is the critical bed-shear stress according to shields; ρ is the density of water;   is 

the dimensionless particle size; Ct tis the weight concentration of sediment in ppm; ωm is 

particle fall velocity; QS id the part of the water discharge apportioned to the bed;  Q is the 

total water discharge; KS = Strickler's coefficient of bed roughness; Kr = the coefficient of 

particle roughness; d  is the mean depth; S is the energy gradient; Dm is the effective 

diameter of bed-material mixture;  n  is the number of size fractions in the bed material, Dsi = 

the mean grain diameter of the sediment in size fraction i, and ih. 

3. Results and Discussion 
The total sediment load of Karun River was calculated by the selected formulas namely 

Meyer-Peter and Muller, Engelund and Hansen, Yang and Beg while suspended load were 

calculated by Bagnold, Van Rijn, Toffaleti, Einstein, Samaga et al and Wiuff equations.  

Since at Ahvaz hydrometric station only the suspended load is measured, therefore for 

calculating total load, 5 - 10 % of suspended load considered as bed load. For comparing the 

measured and calculated sediment loads, in addition to RMASE, MAE and R
2
, the ratio of R 

(R=calculated load/ measured load) are used. The results are shown in Table 3. Also the 

calculated sediment load compared with field measurement data in Fig. 2. 
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Table 3. Comparison between computed and measured sediment load of the Karun River 

No. Method R٭(Average) 
RMSE 

(ton/day) 

MAE 

(ton/day) 
R2 0.5<R2>٭ 

1 Einstein(Suspended load) 1.34 4262 1520 0.0032 13 

2 Bagnold(Suspended load) 0.064 4167 1393 0.61 0 

3 Samaga(Suspended load) 2.33 4115 1334 0.027 33 

4 Toffaleti(Suspended load) 0.301 2504 893 0.68 10 

5 Van Rijn(Suspended load) 0.0055 4145 1392 0.74 0 

6 Wiuff(Suspended load) 22.6 54435 15187 0.35 2 

7 M-P-M(Total load) 0.019 4186 1406 0.68 25 

8 Engelund and Hansen(Total load) 1.41 3725 1058 0.41 63 

9 Yang(Total load) 2.05 8493 2344 0.16 31 

10 Beg(Total load) 0.73 10601 3405 0.52 22 

 R= Calculated load/Measured load٭
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Fig. 2. Comparison between measured and calculated sediment load concentration of The Karun River 

From the results of Table 3 and also Fig. 2 it can be concluded that Wiuff equation predicts 

the suspended sediment load of the Karun River higher than the measured values with RMSE of 

54435 ton/day and R
2
 of 0.35. While Bagnold and Toffaleti equations predict suspended 

sediment load less than measured values with RMSE of 4167 and 2504 ton/day and R
2
 of 0.61 

and 0.68 respectively. The predicted values of sediment load by Einstein, Samaga and Van Rijn 

equations are unclear and imprecise (Fig. 2 a, c, e, i).  

Beg equation predicts suspended sediment load of the Karun River higher than measured 

values with RMSE of 10601 ton/day and R
2
 of 0.52. Meyer-Peter and Muller equation estimates 

total sediment load of the Karun River less than measured values with RMSE of 4186 and R
2
 of 
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0.68. The prediction of Yang equation is unclear, while Engelund and Hansen equation is less 

imprecise (Fig. 2 h) and seems to produce the best prediction of total sediment load among the 

selected equations with RMSE of 3725 and R
2
 of 0.41. 

Overall, no accurate equation exists to determine the best sediment prediction formula since 

the use of various statistical methods produce different results. Fig.3 shows the sediment load 

ratios (R= calculated load / measured load) with different equations. The depicted points in this 

figure closer to R = 1 indicate that the selected equation performs more accurately to estimate 

the sediment transport load. Also if the depicted points be scattered in direction of R = 1, the 

selected method should be modified by applying a corrective coefficient. Results of Fig. 3 show 

that for estimation of suspended and total sediment load of the Karun River, Bagnold equation 

and also Beg and Engelund and Hansen equations produced a relatively accurate prediction, so 

applying corrective coefficient increased the accuracy of these equations (see Table 4).  
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Fig.3. The proportion of computed and measured sediment load concentration for the Karun River with 

different equations 

 

Table4. Summary of applying corrective coefficient to produce better results 

Method 
Corrective 

coefficient 
0.5<R<2 

RMSE 

(ton/day) 
R2 

Bagnold(suspended 

load) 

10 58 4212 0.61 

Engelund& 

Hansen(total load) 

1 63 3725 0.41 

Beg(total load) 0.1 57 3573 0.52 

Samaga (suspended sediment load) and Yang (total sediment load) equations underestimated 

sediment load of the Karun River and sometimes overestimated sediment rate mainly due to flow 

high-velocity. Large scatter of calculated results by Van Rijn, Einstein and Toffaleti (suspended 

sediment load) and Meyer-Peter and Muller (total sediment load) equations show that these 

equations are not appropriate to determine sediment load of the Karun  River which contains 

abundant fine and suspended materials; however, they perform more successfully in laboratory 

flumes. Weak performance of these six equations can be attributed to delay of sediment 

deposition velocity which is not normally considered in such equations.  

The main reason for low accuracy of the sediment transport equations goes back to the fact 

that these equations are developed base on laboratory data so that they cannot accurately predict 

sediment load under field conditions (Shafai-Bajestan, 2008). The accuracy of these equations 

can be increased by application of corrective coefficients. In all the selected equations, the bed 

particle size was used due to the lack of data regarding suspended particle size and also average 

flow velocity was used instead of direct measurement of flow velocity from different river 

profiles, hence scatter of depicted points was larger in Van Rijn (suspended sediment load), 

which are more sensitive to flow velocity and sediment particle size (Torabi-Pode, 1999). The 

calculated sediment load by experimental formulas is total bed material which excludes wash 
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load. On the other hand, with the existence of fine, erosion sensitive formations around the study 

area, a large wash load is expected to occur in the Karun River. Thus, the large portion of 

difference between measured and calculated sediment load by the selected equations is related to 

the washed load of the river. Also, since sediment load is calculated by experimental formulas 

for averaged river depth and width while morphological features of a river are different in time, 

thus a difference is always expected between the calculated and observed sediment load. 

4. Conclusion 
Various formulas including Einstein, Bagnold, Samaga, Toffaleti, Van Rijn and Wiuff 

equations are used to determine suspended sediment load and also Yang, Beg, Englund and 

Hansen, Meyer-Peter and Muller equations applied to determine total sediment load of the Karun  

River. The 103 series of field data at Ahvaz hydrometric station used and the results were 

compared by the measured suspended load. The following conclusions can be drawn: 

The best estimation of the Karun River suspended sediment load was produced by Bagnold 

method as less erroneous predictions was obtained. In Bagnold equation due to less scattered 

points around R = 1(calculated/measured load), a corrective coefficient of 10 can be used to 

obtain better result. 

Also, for estimation of total sediment load of the Karun River the best prediction were 

obtained by Englund and Hansen and Beg equations. In the Beg equation due to less scattered 

points around R = 1(calculated/measured load), a corrective coefficient of 0.1 can be used to 

obtain better result. Extreme scatter of results by Einstein, Yang and Samaga equations in the 

study area shows that such equations were not proper to predict sediment load material of the 

Karun River and the coefficient applied in these formulas, which were obtained on lab flumes, 

are not good to be used for natural rivers. 

The results produced by different formulas were considerably different than the observed 

values which can be related to the wash load which none of experimental formulas considered it. 
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